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1 Introduction
Social cognitive neuroscience is an emerging, interdisciplinary field at the intersection of
social sciences, cognitive sciences and neurosciences  (Lieberman, 2007). This discipline
uses multilevel scope of analysis from the molecular to social group level to understand the
biological and specifically neuronal mechanisms that are basis of social behaviour of an
organism, including but not limited to humans (Ochsner & Lieberman, 2001; Cacioppo &
Berntson, 1992). Social neuroscience uses the tools of cognitive neuroscience such as brain
imaging to study phenomena that are traditionally studied in the fields of social sciences
such as social psychology, social and cultural anthropology and economics (Lieberman,
2007). The field includes both the understanding of the biological and brain mechanisms
behind the social behaviour, and to understand aspects of the behaviour itself.      
Social cognitive neuroscience often uses the methods of traditional brain research
where stimuli such as pictures or videos are shown to a single subject during functional
brain imaging (e.g. Deen, Koldewyn, Kanwisher & Saxe, 2015; Adams et al., 2010). These
stimuli  could  be  pictures  or  videos  of  faces,  figures  representing  humans  in  social
interaction or cartoons to name a few possible stimulus classes. The stimuli all have in
common the fact that they are at least partially related to social cognition. Social cognition
can be defined as organism's (e.g. human's) information processing related to conspecifics
i.e. other members of the species (e.g. fellow humans; see e.g. Beer & Ochsner, 2006). The
field has also began to investigate more natural and complex experimental set ups in the
study  of  social  behaviour  with  brain  research  methods.  These  more  complex  set  ups
include  experiments  where  clips  from movies  are  presented  to  the  subjects  instead  of
simpler stimuli such as face pictures (e.g. Lahnakoski et al., 2012). Another example of
these  more  complex  set  ups  is  so  called  two-person-neuroscience  (Hari,  Henriksson,
Malinen  & Parkkonen,  2015)  or  hyperscanning  (e.g.  Tognoli,  Lagarde,  DeGuzman  &
Kelso,  2007; Saito  et  al.,  2010).  This experimental  set  up studies verbal or non-verbal
social interaction such as turn-taking behaviour in live face-to-face or video-link social
interaction while simultaneously measuring the brain activity of both subjects with some
brain research method (see Astolfi et al., 2011; Hari et al., 2015). Because the brain activity
of both subjects are measured simultaneously, we can then relate the brain measurement
data of the both subjects to each other and to the behaviour of the subjects. This can reveal
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us patterns of brain activities that are related to the dynamics between the brains and thus
would be difficult or impossible to detect with traditional, single subject brain research
methods (Astolfi et al., 2011; Konvalinka & Roepstorff, 2012).   
Although social cognitive neuroscience utilizes and develops brand new methods
such  as  those  mentioned  above,  the  field  also  uses  the  older  tools  and  methods  of
traditional  brain  research.  One approach that  is  particularly  popular  in  the  research  of
visual  cortical  areas,  in  functional  brain  imaging,  is  region  of  interest  analysis  (ROI
analysis). In this approach only a few, a-priori-defined regions of the brain are selected for
further analysis. In this thesis, it is proposed that region-of-interest based analysis might be
very beneficial  to the brain research of social  cognition as well.  As social cognition is
complicated  process  usually  encompassing  several  brain  areas  that  form  functional
networks, the distinction between relevant from irrelevant brain area activation is crucial in
order to be able to handle the vast amounts of data obtained. Without the ability to tell
apart the relevant and irrelevant activation, the activation patterns of brain activity might
become confusing and it might be impossible to find the salient features of the data. As the
ROI analysis limits the amount of data obtained by restricting the analysis to only a few
areas instead of the whole brain, the analysis of the  data and detection of relevant patterns
in the data can be considerably easier.  The selection of brain areas can be done either
according  to  anatomical  landmarks  of  the  brain  or  by  defining  functional  regions  of
interest. One way of selecting functional regions of interest is by using so called functional
localizer. A functional localizer is a functional brain imaging tool that is used in addition to
the actual experimental task. Typically, a subject is scanned for example in a functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) machine while showing stimuli that are supposed to
activate  the ROI(s) related to the type of stimuli  to be researched. After the region of
interest  scan  with  the  localizer  can  the  actual  experiment  start.  The  behaviour  of  the
localizer-specified  ROIs  can  then  be  analysed.  For  instance,  the  effect  of  different
experimental conditions can be examined by analysing their effect on the hemodynamic
fMRI signal of the specified ROI. 
In this thesis I will describe a pre-experiment tool, called Social Localizer that can
be used in fMRI. This tool is a functional localizer that is designed to localize brain areas
related to social  cognition.  The localizer uses several kinds of stimuli  related to social
cognition.  These  stimuli  include  pictures,  text  and  videos  that  represent  perception  of
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biological movement, social interaction, faces, parts of the body and other person grasping
objects. In addition to subjects perceiving stimuli, the localizer also has task-related stimuli
that require a judgement and an answer from the subject. When subjects make a judgement
based on stimuli and respond accordingly, the brain activations during the judgement can
be used to  localize the areas related to  this  process of  judgement.   For instance,  such
stimuli can be related to so called theory of mind aspect of social cognition such as judging
accuracy of descriptions describing  the subject or judging the mental  state of another
person from a picture.  The localizer also has several type of control stimuli that are not
related to social cognition. These control stimuli can be used to compare with the actual
social-cognition-related stimuli to see what brain areas are specific to social cognition.
I  will  start  by describing  the theoretical  and methodological  background of  the
Social  Localizer,  followed  by  a  description  of  the  experimental  methods.  Then  I  will
describe the results we obtained using the localizer and discuss how plausible or useful the
localizer is as an actual pre-experiment tool based on the results. In the discussion part of
this thesis, I will also give some examples of experiments that would benefit from the use
of this localizer. I will also discuss how the localizer could be improved in the future.  
3
 2 Theoretical and methodological background
This chapter will describe the wider context of the Social Localizer. First, there will give a
brief introductions to the fields of cognitive neuroscience, social psychology and social
cognitive  neuroscience.  Next,  there  will  be  a  short  preface  about  brain  structure  and
function in general and about brain regions related to social cognition in particular. The
basics of fMRI will also be discussed briefly since it is the method that the Social Localizer
was designed for.  Lastly,  there will  be introduction to  localizers  and region-of-interest
analysis  in  general.  After  the  general  background,  this  chapter  will  conclude  with
subsections about the Social Localizer itself.
2.1 Social cognitive neuroscience
Social cognitive neuroscience could be seen as the study of topics in social psychology and
other social sciences from the point of view and by the methods of cognitive neuroscience
in addition to the methods of conventional social sciences (e.g. Lieberman, 2007). Like
cognitive neuroscience studies the biological basis of cognition in general, social cognitive
neuroscience studies the biological  and specifically  neural  basis  of social  behaviour  in
general and social cognition in particular. Social cognitive neuroscience is, however, much
younger field than cognitive neuroscience or social psychology. The first mentionings of it
were around the late 80's and early 90's (e.g. Cacioppo & Berntson, 1992).
Cognitive  neuroscience  is  one  of  the  main  contributors  to  social  cognitive
neuroscience.  Many  of  the  methods  used  in  the  social  neuroscience  are  directly  from
cognitive  neuroscience.  Furthermore,  social  cognitive  and  cognitive  neuroscience  both
largely  share  a  common  viewpoint  on  their  research  topics.  Namely,  they  both  study
biological and specifically neural substrates of some aspects of cognition. Cognition can be
defined  to  be  set  of  mental  processes  by  an  organism that  are  involved  in  attention,
memory,  knowledge,  language,  decision-making  or  any  other  mental  faculty  requiring
information  processing  by that  organism  (e.g.   Brandimonte,  Bruno & Collina,  2006).
Information processing,  in  turn,  is  classically  defined as the manipulation,  storage and
retrieval of information. Some aspects of cognitive processes can be conscious but at least
some aspects  of  this  processing will  always remain unconscious.  For instance,  we can
never  have  full  conscious  access  to  the  computations  involved  in  the  process  of
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recognising a friend's face. Another example of cognitive and partially unconscious process
would  be  information  processing  that  takes  place  when  a  person  focusses  his  or  her
attention to an apple and the mental process this person uses to recognize this object of
attention  as  an  apple.  After  recognising  an  apple  as  such,  the  person  might  also  use
cognitive processes that retrieve and processes semantic information concerning apples,
e.g. that they are fruits and are edible. The cognitive process that recognised the apple
might  even  trigger  other  cognitive  processes  that  retrieve  personal  memories  that  are
somehow related to apples. Cognitive neuroscience studies these kinds processes and how
the  brain  implements  such  processes.  Cognitive  neuroscience  might  also  study  how
different cognitive processes are related to each other, e.g. how the apple recognition in the
last  example  lead  to  personal  memories  about  apples.  An  example  of  a  cognitive
neuroscience  study  would  be  an  experiment  where  the  brain  activity  of  subjects  are
measured while the subject pays attention to a picture of an apple on a computer screen.
Additionally, there would also be a some kind of control condition which would be ideally
identical to every aspect of the actual experimental stimulus except for the features that are
critical to experimental question that is to be answered. In the case of apple this control
stimulus could be other fruit if the experimental question is specifically about the neural
processing of apples. Or it could be a tool such as hammer if the experimental question is
the difference in the neural processing of different object categories such as fruits and
tools.  This  measurement  of  brain  activity  could  tell  us  something about  the  nature  of
information processing that takes place when the subject  pays attention to an apple or
picture of an apple. This way of showing a stimulus such as a picture of an apple to a
subject while measuring some aspect of subject's brain activity, is classical way of doing
cognitive neuroscience. As none of the methods that measure some aspect of brain function
have perfect access to the activity of the brain,  cognitive neuroscience has to combine
several brain research methods to gain even a limited understanding of brain function that
enables cognition.
Social psychology is another central contributor to social cognitive neuroscience.
One definition of social  psychology is “a branch of psychology that is concerned with
those aspects of mental life which relate to social  interaction and social  phenomena in
general” (McGarty & Haslam, 1997). Yet another definition is “the scientific study of how
personal, situational and societal factors influence the cognition, motivation and behaviour
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of individuals and (members of) social groups” (Hewstone, 1997). Historically it has been
challenging to have a definition of social psychology that is broad enough to include all the
research topics done in the field but also narrow enough to give social psychology a unique
identity among the social, biological and behavioural sciences. Central to most definitions,
however, are the mental life aspects or processes that are fundamental to social life. Thus it
is safe to say one central topic in social psychology is social cognition. 
As  mentioned  before,  social  cognition  can  be  broadly  defined  as  information
processing  done  by  an  organism  such  as  a  human  about  conspecifics  such  as  fellow
humans. However, this definition is not perfect since people trying to navigate in a crowd,
for instance, includes information processing about fellow humans but this not necessarily
social-cognitive  information  processing  per  se,  but  more  information  processing  about
navigation  and  obstacle-avoidance.  Moreover,  people  can  process  social-cognitive
information  about  their  pets  or  even  robots  –  making  the  restriction  to  conspecifics
problematic . Perhaps, a better definition for social cognition, at least for humans, would be
human's  information  processing  about  other  agents  in  a  context  which  carries  social
significance. Then, we of course have the problem of defining social significance which is
highly  fuzzy  and  context-depended  and  even  subjective  term.  The  definition  and  the
borders of social cognition get even more difficult to define and confusing if we do not
restrict social cognition to humans. Are the basis of behaviours of preys and predators part
of social cognition? What about organisms in symbiotic relationships? Where does one
draw the line in the complexity of organisms that have social cognition? Do ants have
social cognition ? What about single-cell organisms? After all, the interaction of these cells
can be seen as entailing biological  information processing.  These kinds of provocative
questions are not simply nitpicking since they help us to make explicit the borders of our
definition of social  cognition.  Too narrow definition and one leaves a lot  of important
subject matter out of the definition. Too broad definition, and in the worst case, one could
include almost every other aspect of cognition in general to social cognition rendering the
term almost  meaningless.  And if  every researcher  in  the field  defines  social  cognition
according to the needs of the particular situation (e.g. study or review), we might run in the
risk of having several different definitions of social cognition that are slightly different
with slightly different histories of use and background assumption. This, in turn, might
lead into misinterpretation between research groups or researchers when using the term
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social  cognition  but  not  meaning entirely  the  same thing  and having slightly  different
background assumptions. In conclusion of the definition of social cognition, it can be said
that it is somewhat difficult term to define. However, it is important to at least to try to
define  social  cognition  in  order  to  know what  one  is  implying  when  using  the  term.
Perhaps it is also useful to list some research topics that are about social cognition. 
In  humans,  social  cognition  includes  wide  variety  of  topics  concerning  social
information  processing.  For  instance,  cognitive  processes  that  make  it  possible  to
recognize individual's identity from his or her voice or face are a prime example of social
cognition. Another example of social cognition would be the cognitive processes one uses
to adjust his or her behaviour to the requirements or norms of a social situation. Yet another
example of social cognition is how people infer other person's mental state from his or her
behaviour. 
It  is  impossible  to  give  a  full  list  of  different  social  phenomena  that  could  be
studied in the field of social cognitive neuroscience. To a large extent, these phenomena
include  topics  already  studied  in  social  psychology  and  other  social  sciences.  An
incomplete  list  of  general  research  topic  categories  in  the  field  include  conspecific
recognition, conspecific identification, theory of mind, social interaction perception, being
involved in social interaction, brain basis of attitudes and prejudice, brain basis of self and
social  identity  and  emotion  processing  (e.g.  Frith  &  Frith,  2010).  The  conspecific
recognition means that a human for example recognises another human as such. This is
actually the first step in social interaction – in order to initiate social interaction one has to
recognise  another  as  a  social  agent.  The  recognition  of  biological  movement  is  one
example of topics in the topic category of conspecific recognition. Every time one moves
and there is someone perceiving the act, the perceiver of this movement interprets the act
and its possible social significance (Frith & Frith, 2010). Another example of conspecific
recognition is  the recognition of faces as being faces. In human and in many different
mammal species, it is usually not enough for a successful social interaction to be able to
just tell that one is a conspecific. It is usually also crucial to identify someone as a stranger
or someone as an acquaintance and who that acquaintance is. Is the conspecific in question
a friend, a spouse, a relative or possibly an enemy? This identification step is so crucial for
a successful social interaction as it largely constrains the proper course of action in the
social interaction – generally, one interacts with his or her spouse in a different manner
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than  with  his  or  her  boss.  Especially  in  the  case  of  humans,  after  recognising  and
identifying a person, it is often important to be able to make inferences about the mental
state of that person. In this context mental state refers to the knowledge, beliefs, goals,
desires, emotions and attitudes that a person is seen as having. This inference process is
called  the  'theory  of  mind'  or  mentalizing  (see  Premack  & Woodruff, 1978).  As  one
obviously has no direct access to these mental constructs of another person, one has to
indirectly  infer  these  from the  information available.  Mainly  this  inference is  done by
observing the behaviour  of  that  person and relating it  to  the past experience with that
person. Someone with an intact theory of mind can make inferences about both situational
or transient mental states of a person such as person's current emotional state and about
more enduring characteristics of a person e.g. about his or her personality traits. In social
interaction, it is usually not enough only to make inferences about other's mental state, but
one has to also be involved in the social interaction. One has to adjust one's behaviour and
mental state according to other's mental state and behaviour and do so constantly in usually
fast paced social interaction. As mentioned earlier, this kind of fast paced, dynamic and
complicated  face-to-face  social  interaction  could  be  studied  with  the  framework  of
two-person neuroscience and with the method of hyperscanning. In addition, the neural
basis  of  self  and  one's  social  identity  are  also  an  important  research  topic  in  social
cognitive neuroscience  (see Van Bavel & Cunningham, 2010 for a review about self and
social identity). Most of these research topics are also central topics in social psychology
and have long history of research in the field. Thus social neuroscience has a rich source of
social psychological information regarding the research many of its research topics. The
neural basis of the cognitive phenomena that are investigated in these research topics  more
obscure though.
In addition to the research topics of social cognitive neuroscience, the methodology
of the field is  also heterogeneous and vast.  In  addition to  brain research,  the methods
include  making inferences  about  the evolutionary  development  of  social  cognition and
behaviour  especially  in  primates,  studying  the  role  of  hormones  and  different
neurotransmitters  and  neurotransmitter  systems  in  social  cognition  and  behaviour,
comparing the social behaviour of different species and studying the development of the
brain in infants in relation to social  behaviour  (see Cacioppo & Decety,  2011).  In this
thesis,  however,  I  will  mainly  concentrate  on  brain  research  in  general  and  fMRI  in
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particular.  Behavioural measures such as measuring the button responses that a subject
makes and eye tracking are also of interest to social cognitive neuroscience and will be
used in our experimental setup but mainly as means of validation of data.  
2.2 The basics of neurobiology and brain anatomy
A fundamental theoretical assumption in the neurosciences is that the brain, in interaction
with the external environment including the social environment, is the primary basis of
cognition and consciousness. Nearly all intra-organism cognitive information processing is
done in the brain,  though other biological factors such as variations on hormonal activity
also influence cognition and could be seen as part of the information processing process.
Social cognition makes no exception to this rule. All the information presented here was
taken from J. W. Kalat's book, Biological Psychology (Fourth Edition) if not mentioned
otherwise.
In order  to  understand brain anatomy,  some terms that  are  used to  refer  to  the
spatial relationships or directions in between the brain regions are good to know. Anterior
refers to the direction of the front side of the individual's body. In contrast, posterior refers
to the direction of backside of the individual's body. In the context of the head and brain,
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Figure 1: Cerebral cortex and its lobes
The human cerebral cortex that is shown from lateral view i.e. 
from the side. The picture also shows the four major cerebral 
lobes coded in different colours. In addition, the sulci that 
separate the lobes from each other are shown in red. Their 
names are also written in red. 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:LobesCaptsLateral.png)
ventral  points  down  and  dorsal  up.  Inferior  means  below  and  superior  means  above.
Medial  is  used  to  describe  brain  areas  that  are  closer  to  the  mid-line  in  relation  to  a
left-right axis. Lateral refers to areas that are closer to the left or right sides of this left-right
axis.      
The cerebrum is the uppermost part of the human brain and is composed of cerebral
cortex  and  several  subcortical  structures.  See  Figure  1 for  a  depiction  of  the  cerebral
cortex.  The cerebral  cortex is  the outer  layer  of  the brain's  neural  tissue.  The cerebral
cortex is folded in large mammals (e.g. Sun & Hevner, 2014). This folding gives a much
larger surface area to the cerebral cortex than would be achievable with a smooth structure
and is partially responsible for the high density of neurons in large mammals (e.g. Mota &
Herculano-Houzel, 2012). The folding also makes the cerebrum form grooves and bulges.
The grooves are called sulci (singular: sulcus) and the bulges gyri (singular: gyrus). The
cerebral  cortex  can  be  divided  into  left  and  right  halves  that  are  structurally  highly
symmetrical.  These  halves  are  called  the  left  and  right  cerebral  hemispheres  or
hemispheres in short. The cerebrum is the largest part of the human brain, and is thought to
be  the  part  of  the  brain,  where  most  of  the  information  processing  relating  to  higher
cognition, including social cognition takes place. 
Each  hemisphere  of  the  cerebrum can  be  divided  into  major  subregions  called
cerebral lobes. The frontal lobe, as the name suggests, is located at front of the brain. A
major  sulcus  ,  called  the  central  sulcus,  separates  the  posterior  frontal  lobe  from the
anterior parietal lobe. Another major sulcus, called the sylvian or lateral fissure separates
the inferior frontal lobe from the temporal lobe.  The most anterior part of the frontal lobe,
called the prefrontal cortex, is involved in high cognitive functions. These high cognitive
functions  include  planning  of  actions,  working  memory  and  the  executive  control  of
attention to name a few examples. Hence the prefrontal cortex can be thought as a brain
region that is responsible for executive functions. Executive functions can be understood as
functions that manage, regulate or control other cognitive functions such as perception or
memory. The prefrontal cortex is highly connected to other brain areas both within and
outside the frontal  lobe.  Posterior to the prefrontal  cortex resides the premotor cortext,
which is involved, for example in the preparation and control of movement, schemas of
actions, processing of sequential information and understanding the movements of other
agents  (see  Chouinard & Paus,  2006).  Posterior  to  the premotor  cortex,  is  located the
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primary motor cortex. This brain area's main function is to plan and execute movement. It
does  this  in  cooperation  with  premotor  cortex,  supplementary  motor  area  and  several
subcortical regions.    
Posterior  to  the primary motor  cortex,  resides  a major  sulcus called the central
sulcus. This sulcus is the border between the frontal and parietal lobes. The parietal lobe
has  wide  variety  of  functions  related  to  spatial  information  processing,  attention,
processing  of  somatosensory  information  (i.e.  the  sense  of  touch).  The  primary
somatosensory cortex is located just posterior to the central sulcus and therefore is part of
the parietal lobe. The primary somatosensory cortext processes touch information that is
also called somatosensory information.   
Posterior  to  the  parietal  lobe,  separated  by  the  parieto-occipital  sulcus,  is  the
occipital  lobe.   The  occipital  lobe's  contains  several  regions  which  process  visual
information.  Primary  visual  cortex  (V1)  is  the  major  cortical  region  where  visual
information first arrives. From the primary visual cortex the visual information is directed
to two streams,  the dorsal  visual  stream and the  ventral  visual  stream (e.g.,  Milner  &
Goodale, 1998). The dorsal visual stream goes from the occipital lobe to parietal regions
and has been suggested to be involved in the coding of information about location, e.g.
where in the visual field an object resides. Alternatively, the dorsal stream has also been
suggested to be involved in the coding of information on how to act in the environment
based on the visual information i.e. 'the how stream'. Another stream, called the ventral or
'what'  stream is  projected  from the  primary visual  areas  to  more ventral  regions.  This
stream leaves the occipital lobe and extends to the inferior temporal regions. It is involved
in the processing of complex shapes such as objects, scenes and faces.   
The temporal lobe is located inferior to the frontal and parietal lobes. It is partially
separated by a sulcus called the sylvian fissure (a.k.a. lateral sulcus). The temporal lobe has
several  different  functions,  including processing  of  auditory  information  and language,
processing of higher visual information related to object recognition, processing of social
information and formation of long term memories. The temporal lobe consists of medial,
inferior and superolateral regions. The medial temporal lobe includes the hippocampus and
parahippocampal regions. These regions are important to declarative memory, i.e. memory
of facts and events. As well as for the processing of visual information concerning spatial
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environments, e.g. outdoor scenes, and the processing of visual facial information.    
2.3 Brain areas related to social cognition
The human brain contains several different subregions that are crucial to different aspects
of social cognition. Even with a relatively simple social cognition related stimulus, a wide
co-activation of brain areas is often seen in brain research studies. These co-activations
often  cover  several  different  lobes  of  the  cortex  and  are  often  thought  to  form  an
information processing network of some kind.
In the frontal lobe,  the prefrontal cortex is thought to be involved in some aspects
of social information processing. Specifically, fMRI experiments have found activations in
the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in mentalizing tasks. When subjects were asked to
judge self and others by trait adjectives (Heatherton et al., 2006; Kelley et al., 2002) or by
food  preferences  (Seger,  Stone  &  Keenan,  2004),  mPFC  activation  was  found  in
comparison to non-mentalizing task.  Thus the mPFC is believed to be involved in the
processing of mental concepts such as judging personality traits. In addition to general
mental  concepts,  the  mPFC  is  believed  to  be  specifically  involved  in  self-related
processing (e.g. Jenkins & Mitchell, 2011) such as evaluating self-related personality traits.
Interestingly, the mPFC is also a part of the so called default state network (DMN) that is
most active when subjects are awake but are not performing any task during scanning (e.g.
Buckner,  Andrews-Hanna & Schacter,  2008).  It  has been speculated and there is  some
brain imaging evidence that the DMN is somehow involved in self-related information
processing such as retrieving autobiographical memories while the subject is at rest (e.g.
Spreng & Grady, 2010).
Another  region  relevant  to  social  cognition  in  the  frontal  lobe  is  the  premotor
cortex or PMC. However, the PMC is also a central region to non-social neural processing.
Major roles of the both ventral and dorsal PMC in both humans and monkeys include the
selection of appropriate response to stimuli, preparation and execution of movement of the
limbs  such  as  grasping  an  object  (Passingham,  1988;  Sugawara,  Onishi,  Yamashiro,
Kirimoto,  Tsubaki,  Suzuki,  Tamaki,  Murakami,  Kameyama,  2013).  From  the  social
cognition perspective , the ventral PMC is thought to be involved in the humans' and other
primates' so called mirroring system (used in the when speaking of humans) or the mirror
neuron  system  (MNS,  used  when  speaking  of  monkeys).  The  MNS  was  originally
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discovered  when  measuring  responses  of  macaque  monkeys'  premotor  cortex  neurons
when the monkey was grasping or tearing objects. In addition to the expected results of the
neurons responding while  the  monkey was grasping or  tearing  an object,  some of  the
neurons  also  responded  when  the  researches  did  the  same  actions  to  the  object  (di
Pellegrino,  Fadiga,  Fogassi,  Gallese  & Rizzolatti,  1992;  Rizzolatti,  Fadiga,  Gallese  &
Fogassi,  1996).  Thus  the  same  neurons  responded  to  both  when  the  monkey  was
performing the action or while the monkey observed another actor performing the same
action.  These neurons were called mirror neurons and the neural system the mirror neuron
system  (MNS).  Brain  research  has  yielded  both  direct  (Mukamel,  Ekstrom,  Kaplan,
Iacoboni  & Fried,  2010) and indirect  evidence that  humans also have a  corresponding
mirroring system. It has been speculated that the mirroring system in humans is a critical
part  of  action  and intention  understanding of  others (e.g.  Woodward & Gerson,  2014;
Iacoboni et al., 2005). Furthermore, it has been hypothesized that the mirroring system is
critical part of language learning and understanding in humans (Rizzolatti & Arbib, 1998).
Therefore  the  mirroring  system and  its  function  are  a  central  research  topic  in  social
cognitive neuroscience.  
 The inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) has also been suggested to be part of the mirror
neuron system (Kilner, Neal, Weiskopf, Friston & Frith, 2009).  The IFG is located anterior
to ventral premotor cortex and just superior to the sylvian fissure lies. The IFG consists of
pars opercularis, pars triangularis and pars orbitalis. The left IFG is involved in language
processing and in go/no-go-tasks.      
In addition to the medial parts of the frontal lobe, the medial parts of the parietal
lobe also are involved in the brain's mentalizing network. These medial parts include the
paracentral lobule and central parts of the cingulate gyrus. Also, posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC)  and  the  precuneus  (PC)  are  active  when  a  subject  is  involved  in  mental  state
processing of both the self (Craik et al., 1999; Kircher et al., 2002) and other (Craik et al.,
1999). In addition to the mPFC, the PC and PCC are both part of the DMN (Fransson &
Marrelec, 2008). 
In  addition  to  more  conceptual  information  such  as  mentalizing,  processing  of
external  stimuli  coming through sensory systems is  also  important  to  social  cognition.
Since  the  occipital  lobe  is  the  visual  processing  centre  of  the  brain,  nearly  all  social
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information of the visual modality goes through the occipital lobe. Facial information is
one example of socially relevant visual information. The occipital face area or OFA resides
in the lateral surface of the occipital lobe and is presumed to be involved in the structural
encoding phase of facial information (see Pitcher, Walsh & Duchaine for a review, 2011).
The OFA responses to face parts such as the nose or lips but is relatively insensitive to the
global configuration of the face parts. This means that the OFA responds to a real face as
well as to a scrambled face where there are eyes where the mouth should be and vice versa.
Hence, the OFA is thought to be a relatively early or low-level area in the face processing
network.
The temporal lobe is also important for the processing of facial information since it
also contains areas of the face processing network. An area called the fusiform face area or
FFA resides in the fusiform gurys of the inferior temporal lobe. The FFA processes faces in
a more holistic matter than the OFA. This is demonstrated for instance by the fact that
inverted face stimuli elicit somewhat the same response in the OFA, whereas in the FFA,
the inverted faces elicit a much weaker response than a normal face stimulus. It has been
therefore  suggested  that  the  OFA precedes  the  FFA in  the  processing  stages  of  facial
information  processing  (see  Pitcher  et  al.  for  a  review   2011).  There  is  yet  another
face-sensitive  region  in  the  temporal  lobe,  the  superior  temporal  sulcus  (STS).  The
posterior parts of the STS are sensitive to the dynamic features of faces such as the facial
expression. 
More generally, the STS is a crucial region for social cognition. Brain research data
even suggests that the STS and especially the posterior STS (pSTS) might be a hub for
social  information  processing  (Lahnakoski  et  al.,  2012).  Since  the  pSTS  responds  to
several different kinds of socially relevant stimuli, the function of the region might be to
integrate  social  information  from  several  other,  more  specialised
social-information-processing brain regions (Lahnakoski et al., 2012). Therefore it is not
surprising that the STS has attracted the attention of many researchers (for a review, see
Redcay,  2008).  The examples of stimuli  that activate the STS include videos of social
interaction, biological movement, face videos and human voices.
The  extrastriate  body  area  (EBA)  which  is  also  located  in  the  temporal  lobe,
processes visual information about body parts  (Downing, Jiang, Shuman & Kanwisher,
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2001). The EBA is insensitive to faces and visual objects that are not body parts. The EBA
is important for social cognitive neuroscience as body parts and their relative positions
form a posture which, in turn, communicates non-verbal meanings. Consequently, the EBA
is quite likely part of the brain network which reads social significance from posture as
well as processes biological movement.   
The brain regions introduced above are all central to social cognitive neuroscience.
The Social Localizer should therefore be able to activate as many of the regions introduced
above as possible in order to be useful in wide variety of social cognitive neuroscience
fMRI experiments. Furthermore, the localizer should be able to tell apart the relevant brain
regions from close but irrelevant ones.      
2.4 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
Functional  magnetic  resonance  imaging  or  fMRI  is  a  brain  research  method  used
commonly in cognitive and social neurosciences. Much of the knowledge about the roles
of  different  brain  regions  in  social  cognition  introduced  in  the  last  chapter  has  been
discovered using fMRI.
Structural images of the brain can be obtained using magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). These structural images of the brain can show an individual's brain anatomy by
showing each tissue type, cerebrospinal fluid and empty spaces in different colours with a
spatial resolution of about 1 millimetre in the image. One three-dimensional image of the
brain  is  called  a  volume and  it  consists  of  several  two-dimensional  images  of  certain
orientation called slices. These brain slices have the same orientation and they are taken in
certain intervals in distance. 
The brain volume consists  of basic elements called volume elements or voxels.
Voxels are the smallest, atomic units that make up the brain volumes of MRI. Voxels are
three-dimensional  and correspond  to  two-dimensional  picture  elements  or  pixels.  Each
voxel holds an intensity value that is usually represented by different colours in a structural
image. The meaning of this intensity value depends on the specific contrast that is used in
the  measurement  but  usually  different  intensity  values  represent  different  tissue  types.
Thus, how the MRI image looks and how it represents different tissue types depends on the
specific contrast used . The size of a voxel determines the spatial accuracy of the MRI
volume as they are the smallest elements that exist in an MRI image. Typical voxel size
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could be in the order of 1x1x1 mm with current MRI machines.
In addition to structural images of the MRI method, neurosciences most often use
functional images that reflect brain activity and are obtained using fMRI. The functional
images  of  the fMRI reflect  most  typically  blood oxygen content  changes  in  the brain.
Changes  in  the  blood  oxygen  content  seem  to  reflect  neural  activity  in  the  brain  in
following way. When neural populations in the brain increase their activity that is believed
to  reflect  information  processing  of  the  neurons,  the  neurons'  metabolic  requirements
increase and they consume more oxygen among other  things.  This  can be seen in  the
BOLD signal,  at  least  in theory,  as an initial  decrease in blood oxygenation called the
initial dip. In practice though, the initial dip can be difficult to find in real fMRI data due to
its small amplitude  (e.g. Buxton, 2001). After the initial dip, the vascular system of the
organism (such as human subject's) compensates by increasing the flow of oxygen-rich
blood in the area and nearby areas where the increased neuronal activity took place (e.g.
Hu & Yacoubb, 2012).  This can be seen in the fMRI BOLD signal as an increase that is
much larger than the initial dip. This compensatory increase in the BOLD signal is the
basis of what is usually reported as brain activation in brain research and neuroscience
articles .  Please note that other type of functional images also exist  such as functional
images  that  show blood volume changes  in  the  brain  (see  Smirnakis,  Schmid,  Weber,
Tolias, Augath, Logothetis, 2007). They are outside the scope of this thesis.
Usually a fMRI study consists of imaging both the structural and functional images
of the brain. This is because we can set structural and functional images in a common
frame of reference in spatial coordinates and therefore see which individual anatomical
areas that were active in each subject.  This positioning of the functional and structural
images in common coordinates is called co-registration. Co-registration can also be done
for  example  between  functional  images  that  were  taken  in  different  times.Because  of
co-registration we can see which anatomical area was active in each subject on a scale of a
few millimetres even if the anatomical variation between the subjects is substantial.   
Both MRI and fMRI are based on the idea of nuclear magnetic resonance – hence
the  name  functional  magnetic  resonance  imaging.  Nuclear  magnetic  resonance  is  a
phenomenon  in  physics  where  atomic  nuclei  exposed  to  a  magnetic  field  absorb  and
re-emit electromagnetic radiation. In the case of fMRI, the electromagnetic radiation that is
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absorbed and re-emitted, is a radio-frequency pulse. The magnetic field in (f)MRI consists
of a static magnetic field produced by a strong static main magnet and gradient magnetic
field produced by smaller gradient magnets. Receiver-transmitters called radiofrequency
coils are used to emit the radiofrequency pulse and to receive the resonant pulse emitted by
the atomic nuclei. As the radio-frequency pulse is emitted from the coil, re-emitted by the
hydrogen nuclei and read by the coil, the spatially varying gradient magnetic fields are
used to encode the positional information.
Once the brain imaging data has been obtained by fMRI, so called preprocessing is
necessary in order to be able to properly analyse the data and make conclusions based on
the data. Since the slices are acquired at slightly different times, it is important to perform
so called slice timing correction. Slice timing correction estimates the voxel values of all
but one slice by interpolation . The one slice is called the reference slice and the estimated
voxel values of other slices are based on the acquisition time of the reference slice. One
critical  phase in preprocessing of fMRI data is  motion correction where subject's  head
motion is corrected by transforming the coordinates by moving and rotating them. Head
motion correction is very important because the fMRI analysis tools make an assumption
that every voxel represents one place in the brain. With head motion, however, one voxel
can represent data from several places. Another step in preprocessing is the co-registration
of the functional and anatomical slices to each other. It is important that the co-registration
succeeds so that  every  voxel  gets  the  right  values  at  every  point  in  time.  Yet  another
possible  step  in  the  preprocessing  is  the  smoothing  of  data.  Smoothing  means  spatial
low-pass  filtering  where  high-value  voxels'  values  are  reduced  and  spread  into  the
neighbouring  voxels.  As this  smoothing makes the  activation  areas  larger,  this  method
helps  in  group  analysis.  This  is  so  because  smoothed  activation  areas  increase  the
likelihood that  subjects'  distinct  functional  activation  patterns  intersect  in  the  common
average brain. This problem of different subjects' distinct functional activation patterns is
based on differences in brain anatomy. 
The main advantage of human fMRI among brain research methods is its spatial
accuracy. Typical structural images now have spatial resolution of around 1 millimetre and
functional images a few millimetres. The major two drawbacks of the fMRI method are its
temporal  resolution and its  indirectness  as  an indicator  of  brain activity.  The temporal
resolution of fMRI is typically in the order of several seconds due to the sluggishness of
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the  hemodynamic  response.  The  response  is  therefore  far  too  slow  to  catch  neural
dynamics that happen from few tens to few hundreds of millisecond time scale. The second
drawback of the fMRI is that even though the hemodynamic response does reflect activity
of neural populations of the brain, this relationship is not perfectly understood and is not
necessarily a one-to-one relationship. The vascular structure and physiology most certainly
introduces all kinds of biases to the measurement of neural activation by the fMRI signal.
Despite its drawbacks, fMRI is a central method for social cognitive neuroscience. The
superior spatial accuracy of fMRI, when compared to other non-invasive brain research
methods, is the main reason for this.
 
2.5 Functional localizers and region of interest analysis
Functional localizers are tools that are used in addition to the actual experiment to define
regions of interest (ROIs). ROIs can also be defined according to anatomical landmarks.
The basic properties of ROI-analysis are that we can limit the spatial extent of our analysis,
treat  the  ROIs  as  functional  modules  or  take  into  account  the  spatial  variability  of
functional  brain  area  between  individuals.  The  properties  of  the  localizers  and
ROI-definition can help us solve several problems.   
One of these problems, as already mentioned, is the difficulty to tell apart relevant
from irrelevant brain activation especially in fMRI experiments that show complex stimuli
with large amount of different stimulus features. Experimental and control conditions can
differ from each other in many regards – not just with the features that are of interest.
When some stimuli features not related to the cognitive process of interest covaries with
the condition, this can introduce confounds. It might seems that the two conditions elicit
different activity because of the cognitive process of interest when, in fact, this might only
be  due  to  some  irrelevant  difference  in  stimulus  features  between  the  conditions.
Functional localizers can help in solving this  problem by showing simpler stimuli  and
revealing the central regions for the process in question. Of course, one has to be careful
not to accidentally exclude an area that did not show up in the localization scan but would
still have a relevant function in the processing of more complex experimental stimulus.
Another  problem with  the  sheer  number  of  voxels  in  fMRI experiments  is  the
number of statistical tests performed in whole-brain analyses. As the number of statistical
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tests in a typical fMRI experiment is huge, the chance of type I error increases accordingly.
This is called the multiple comparison problem. In this context type I error means that
when we compare two experimental conditions, we get difference solely due to chance.
Hence, we get spurious activation because of the huge number of statistical tests performed
in fMRI volumes. The multiple comparison problem is solved by using so called multiple
comparison correction methods such as  Bonferroni  correction.  The problem with these
correction method, in turn, is that although they decrease type I error, they correspondingly
increase type II error. In this context, type II error means that a voxel that should be active
i.e.  there's  a  real  difference between conditions in  the brain area corresponding to that
voxel, is as a matter of fact, inactive or negative according to the statistical test. It would be
therefore quite beneficial to be able to decrease the number of statistical tests performed in
fMRI analysis. This could be done by limiting the number of voxels tested. Functional
localizers can help with this problem by limiting the number of statistical tests compared to
whole-brain analysis (for more information see, Saxe, Brett & Kanwisherb, 2006). There is
also  some  controversy  about  the  use  of  functional  localizers  and  the  statistical
representativeness of limiting the area of analysis with functional localizers in order to
limit  the  number  of  statistical  tests  (see  Friston,  Rotshtein,  Geng,  Sterzer  & Hensonc,
2006).   
Yet another problem that often arises in fMRI experiments that are complex and
contain many experimental conditions or a complex experimental design such as a factorial
design. As the numerous conditions or complex design might make it really difficult to
comprehend the activity patterns of the whole brain, it would be beneficial to be able to
view the complex activation patterns from the viewpoint of a single area or a few areas at
most. In addition, it can also be interesting to be able to test the sensitivity of a single
region to an experimental manipulation. For example, the STS region mentioned before, is
activated both by linguistic and social stimuli (for a review, see Redcay, 2008). In order to
examine the functional significance of the STS, it would be beneficial to be able to limit
the amount of brain research data obtained  by limiting the spatial coverage of the analysis.
Instead,  researchers  could concentrate  on presenting  wide variety of  different  kinds  of
linguistic and social stimuli types to the subjects. 
Compared  to  anatomical  ROI  selection,  functional  ROI  selection  by  functional
localizer offers several advantages but also caveats. It all depends on the phenomenon and
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experimental design in question, whether anatomical or functional ROI selection is more
preferable. When there is  no clear anatomical definition of a functional region that is of
interest to the researchers, functional localizers are often preferable over anatomical ROI
selection. Another similar situation happens when the spatial inter-individual variation of
the functional region is high. Should this be the case, grand-average based on anatomical
landmarks  for  spatial  mapping  might  reveal  us  no  activation  as  the  functionally
corresponding activation clusters might be in different places in different individuals. Thus,
the functionally different but anatomically corresponding voxels cancel out any activation
when averaged between individuals. A functional localizer might solve this problem by
pointing out functionally relevant voxels in each individual for each condition. The voxels
are thus mapped between individuals with a functional criteria instead of anatomical ones.
Special  care  should  of  course  be  taken  to  be  able  to  successfully  map  corresponding
functional voxels of the same functional region.  
Overall, functional localizers and regions of interest analysis offer a complementary
method to the traditional whole-brain analysis for functional brain imaging. This method
can help us discern   the wider functional context of a brain region or a small set of regions.
It  can  also  help  us  select  the  functionally  corresponding  voxels  when  the  anatomical
variation of these voxels is high between individuals. Both of these benefits of functional
localizers  might  be  especially  useful  when  functional  imaging  is  used  to  study  social
cognition. 
2.6 Social localizer – why? 
All  of  the  problems  presented  above  apply  especially  to  the  brain  imaging  of  social
cognition related stimuli and tasks. This is because social cognition is high-level cognitive
process  that  is  often  reflected  in  the  wide  activation  pattern  of  several  different  brain
regions. In fact, the stimuli used to study social cognition can often yield activations in
several different lobes of the cerebral cortex. Additionally, the stimuli used in the study of
social cognition can be quite complex. This might elicit many different cognitive processes
and involve many different brain areas. For instance, a video of a human face that changes
his or her facial expressions is really complex stimulus involving  processing of complex
shapes, motion and inferring the person's mental state for example. Hence, there is demand
for localizer that could be used to specify ROIs involved in social cognition.
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As with localizers in general, we can use the Social Localizer when we restrict our
analysis to a few or even to a single brain area and analyse the response to several different
stimuli classes. This might be especially helpful with the research of social cognition since
the function of several different brain regions related to social cognition are not yet fully
understood. These brain regions often respond to several different kinds of stimuli and task
conditions which makes it difficult to infer the purpose of these brain regions. It might be
difficult to infer whether an activated region is specific to social cognition or has a more
domain-general function such as attentional modulation or the integration of information
from several different modalities. In the case of social stimuli contrasting the task stimuli
to control stimuli might not solve this problem since social stimuli might be intrinsically
more engaging causing more attentional modulation or they might cause more multi-modal
information integration. Therefore, the activation of these regions might not be related to
the  processing  of  social  information  per  se.  It  might  therefore  be  a  useful  strategy to
analyse some ROIs' responses to several different stimuli classes. We might then find out
the extent of conditions that elicit activation in these regions and, in addition, the relative
differences  in  activations  that  the  different  stimuli  types  elicit  in  these  regions.  This
information  regarding  the  activity  elicited  by  different  conditions  and  their  relative
activation differences and similarities might, in turn, reveal us facts about the specificity
and specialisation of a region in social cognition and its wider role in cognition in general. 
Ultimately, the Social Localizer in conjunction with the actual experiments,  might
help us to shed some light on the question of how special is the social cognition relative to
general cognition. When we use our social cognition such as our theory-of-mind-abilities,
do we just use a special combination of general-purpose cognitive processes or are there
some brain regions or cognitive modules dedicated to social cognition?      
2.7 Social localizer – how?
Since  social  cognition  is  a  broad  research  topic  covering  topics  ranging  from  face
processing  to  theory-of-mind  tasks,  the  Social  Localizer  should  have  several  different
stimulus classes. These stimulus classes should cover the diverse research topics in social
cognition as comprehensively as possible. 
Another requirement for the Social Localizer would be that the stimuli should be
relatively  simple.  This  is  so  because  we want  to  have  activation  patterns  that  involve
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relatively few regions so that it is clear which region certain activation cluster represents.
Too complex stimuli could elicit a scattered activation pattern where it is not clear which
activation clusters are the actual ROI. 
The requirement  to have relatively clear  activation pattern with relatively small
number  of  areas  also  means  that  the  control  stimuli  should  be  chosen carefully.  They
should be the same for every aspect except for the social cognitive process in question. In
the case  of  social  cognition  this  is  challenging as  the simplest  possible  version of  the
stimuli that elicit certain social cognitive process are often still quite complex. 
Since we should have a large number of stimulus classes, the time we can show one
stimulus class to a subject is quite limited. This, in turn, leads to smaller amounts of fMRI
data available per stimulus class. The stimuli should therefore be as efficient as possible in
eliciting activity in the desired regions. One way to make the stimuli more efficient is to
involve the subjects in a task that boosts their attention which leads to increased activation
in the desired regions. One such task is one-back-task where the subject decides whether
the current stimulus was the same as the last stimulus. 
The Social Localizer should be modular in a way that it is easy to configure the
parameters in it to match the requirements of the experiment in question. Additionally, it
should be simple to include or exclude stimuli-classes according to the requirements of the
experiment.  
Lastly, the Social Localizer should also be flexible enough to be easily modifiable
and extendable. Since social cognition is such a wide and heterogeneous topic, the Social
Localizer  might  not  be  immediately  suitable  for  every  study  in  social  cognitive
neuroscience.  There  could  be  for  example  a  social  cognition  phenomenon  that  is  not
addressed by the original stimuli classes. It should therefore be easy to include custom
stimuli-classes for the experiment. Furthermore, it should be simple enough to alter the
structure of the stimulus presentation if the experiment so requires. 
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Figure 2:  Stimulus classes in the Social Localizer
The Social Localizer included ten different stimulus conditions (a-j). The specific stimuli shown are 
examples. The experimental and control stimuli pairs are arranged vertically so that the 
experimental stimulus is above and control stimulus is below. Note that a black screen surrounded 
the stimuli when shown to subject. Stimulus condition pairs a, b, c, d, e, f and j were videos. The 
stimulus condition pair g was combination of stimuli of text and pictures. Stimulus condition triplet 
h was a text stimulus triplet and the stimulus condition pair i was a picture stimuli pair.
2.8 Social Localizer – what? 
We selected stimulus categories according to central  research topics in social cognitive
neuroscience. We wanted to cover wide variety of stimuli in our localizer from body parts
to  theory  of  mind tasks.  The final  version  of  the  localizer  contained 10 task  stimulus
categories and 12 control stimulus categories (see Figure 2). 
2.8.1 Biological movement
Recognition of biological movement is central to social cognition. This is so because in
order to interact socially with conspecifics (eg. other people), the organism (eg. a person)
has  to  recognize  the  other  as  a  conspecific.  One  major  component  of  this  cognitive
recognition process is the recognition of biological movement. There is some evidence that
biological movement might be processed in two separate streams that process human body
configuration  and  its  kinematics  (Jastorff  &  Orban,  2009).  These  streams  are  then
integrated  in  FBA and EBA (Jastorff  & Orban,  2009).  In  addition  to  EBA and  FBA,
biological movement of point light displays have been shown to activate such brain regions
as posterior MTG/STS and the premotor cortex in fMRI (Beauchamp, Lee, Haxby, Martin,
2003; Jastorff & Orban, 2009; Saygin, Wilson, Hagler, Bates, Sereno, 2004). These are the
regions that we sought to localize with the point-light stimulus class. Consequently,  we
used so called point light figure videos to represent biological movement. These stimuli
consist of white circles that are positioned so that they form a human figure. These white
circles also move in such way that a neurotypical person sees the figures doing some action
such as walking, waving or doing jump-jacks. We took the video stimuli from a web action
database (see http://ppw.kuleuven.be/home/english/research/lep/resources/action or Vanrie
&  Verfaillie,  2004  for  the  producers  of  this  database).  One  reason  for  choosing  the
point-light-stimuli to represent human biological movement was their simplicity. There are
no complex stimulus properties that would be present in a video showing a real person
doing the same actions. These complex stimulus properties could be a problem because the
subject could, for example, pay more attention to the real person's face or clothing instead
of the biological movement itself. This could lead to spurious activations in the functional
images.  I  will  call  this  point-light  stimulus  class  “point-light  figures  in  biological
movement” and its control condition is named “spinning point-light shapes”. This stimulus
pair is shown in Figure 2a.
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2.8.2 Social interaction
The neural mechanisms of perceiving (and acting in) social interaction is a major research
topic  in  social  cognitive  neuroscience.  Thus,  it  was  important  to  include  stimuli  that
represent social interaction in the localizer. Again, we chose videos showing point-light
human-figures in social interaction. The reasons for choosing point-light figures also  for
this stimulus category were partially the same as with the biological movement category –
their simplicity and thus less chance of confounds. In addition, there has been at least one
previous study (Centelles, Assaiante, Nazarian, Anton, Schmitz, 2011) where point-light
figures in social interaction  were used as stimuli. This fMRI experiment found activations
in the TPJ, aSTS, pSTS, IFG (pars triangularis and pars opercularis) and mPFC. These
activations were produced by contrasting two point-light figures in social interaction to two
point-light figures that were moving and acting without any social intention. Our goal in
the localizer was to localize the brain regions related to social interaction mentioned above.
Moreover,  using  point-light  figures  in  social-interaction  enabled  comparisons  to  the
biological movement condition. 
We also  had a  control  condition  for  the  social-interaction  condition  where  two
point-light  figures  are  side  by  side  doing  the  same  movements  as  in  the  biological
movement condition. Therefore, there was no social interaction in the control condition. In
addition  to  having  possibility  of  contrasting  the  social-interaction  condition  with  the
control condition, we could now have a continuum of conditions. This continuum started
with  a  scrambled  point-light  figure  which  did  not  represent  human.  Then  we  had  the
biological movement condition where there was a single figure repeating some biological
movement.  Further  in  the  continuum  we  had  two  point-light  figures  repeating  some
biological movement without any social interaction. Lastly, we had two point-light figures
in non-verbal social interaction. Hopefully, this continuum makes it possible to distinguish
brain regions sensitive to biological movement from regions sensitive to social interaction.
The videos were also made by a third party (see: Manera,  Schouten,  Becchio,  Bara &
Verfaillie;  2010).   The  interaction  was  always non-verbal.  Example  of  one  point  light
figure interaction is where one point light figure does a squat, points his or her arm to the
other pointlight figure in a  gesture to make him or her to do the same movement, then the
other figure makes the same movement.  This stimulus class is  named “two point-light
figures in social interaction” and its non-social control condition is called “two point-light
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figures side-by-side”. This stimulus pair is shown in Figure 2b.
Point-light figures are not the only way of representing social interaction free from
potentially confounding, complex features. One way of doing this is by using so called
Heider-Simmel-animations  (Heider  &  Simmel   1944). In  these  animations  geometric
shapes move in such way that the perceiver of these animations interprets this motion as
social  interaction.  Much  like with point-light figures,  the subjects attribute agency and
intentions to the geometric shapes of Heider-Simmel animations. It is well established that
Heider-Simmel animations create an impression of social interaction to someone who is
watching (e.g.  Heider & Simmel, 1944). Hence, regions related to agency and intention
attributions would be expected to be activated. A fMRI study (Osaka, Ikeda, Osaka, 2012)
with  Heider-Simmel  animations  demonstrated  that  many  of  the  regions  activated  in
point-light  social  interaction  also  activate  in  Heider-Simmel  animations.  These  regions
include the posterior STS, IFG, SMG and the premotor cortex. We expected to see these
regions  activated  with  the  Heider-Simmel  condition  of  the  localizer.   We  had  the
permission to use these stimuli made by Philippe Pinel and Baudoin Forgeot d'Arc.  This
category of stimuli is an exception in our experiment as the video lasted the whole block
and the subjects had no one-back or other task appart from paying attention to the video.
As a control stimulus we had the same triangles moving. The movement, however, created
an impression of physical interaction such as two objects bumping to each other rather than
impression  of  social  social  interaction  and  live  agents.  We  chose  the  Heider-Simmel
animations because we wanted to compare the brain activations caused by this kind of
social interaction to the activations caused by the point-light figures in social interaction.
As the Heider-Simmel animations differ from the social point-light figure animations in
several ways, any common area activation between these categories of stimuli would give
stronger support that the common brain areas involved, are in fact related to seeing social
interaction  and  not  to  some  other  aspect  of  these  stimulus  categories.  One  difference
between these stimulus categories is, of course, that the Heider-Simmel animation lasts the
whole block whereas there are some social point-light figure animations per block. From
this it follows that the Heider-Simmel animations can be seen to form a short story whereas
the social point-light figure animations consist only of a few actions and gestures. Another
difference  is  that  the  point-light  figures  form  a  human  figure  while  the  triangles  in
Heider-Simmel animations create the impression of alive social agents only by the way
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they move. Finally, the subject has to perform a one-back task in the social point-light
condition, but no such or other task is present in the Heider-Simmel animation condition. I
will simply refer to this condition as “Heider-Simmel animation“ and its control condition
as “mechanical triangle animation”. This stimulus pair is shown in Figure 2c.
2.8.3 Faces
In spite of the benefits of the plain stimulus classes such as those presented above, some
stimuli  related  to  social  cognition  might  be  less  effective  in  eliciting  activity  in  the
stimulus-related regions if presented as a plain and simple abstraction. An example of such
stimulus class are facial stimuli. This is so because people tend to process variety of small
visual details when looking at faces. A simple abstraction of a face would lose at least
some  of  these  salient  features.  One  might  also  argue  that  faces  in  general  are  the
dominating visual feature of social interaction. Therefore it is not surprising that faces and
face stimuli in general are one of the central topics in social cognitive neuroscience. This is
why it was clear to us that we must include face stimuli to our localizer. And these face
stimuli should contain as many naturalistic features as possible. For this task we used a
stimulus set that consisted of videos of faces. In these videos the people whose faces were
filmed, first maintained a neutral facial expression for a few seconds and then smiled.  The
control for these face videos was videos of outdoor scenes. There was a specific reason for
choosing these control stimuli. One of the face specific areas of the brain is called fusiform
face area.  It  resides close to a region called parahippocampal place area that has been
reported to process scene information (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998). As these brain regions
are so close to each other, we wanted that control stimulus contrast would separate the face
specific  areas  from the  place specific  areas.  Furthermore,  from the viewpoint  of  brain
research, faces are an interesting stimulus class. This results from the fact that it has been
argued  that  the  static,  invariant  facial  information  such  as  facial  structure  or  skin
complexion are processed in  different stream than dynamic or changing facial  features
such as facial expression or gaze direction. According to this model, static facial features
are mainly processed in the OFA and FFA, whereas  the dynamic features  of faces are
mainly  processed  in  the  facial  part  of  STS  (fSTS).  However,  it  has  been  noted  that
dynamic  faces  (i.e.  face  videos)  activate  also  the  OFA and FFA more  than  static  face
stimuli. Thus there is some controversy how accurate this model of two separate streams in
face processing really is and how strong is the interaction between the presumed static and
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dynamic face processing areas. The Social Localizer with face videos might be a desirable
tool for first identifying these face sensitive areas of the subjects and then performing a
functional ROI-analysis to the subjects' fMRI data. Showing different dynamic and static
features of face stimuli that are parametrically varied, might reveal something about the
functional  differences  of  these  face  processing  areas  of  interest.  Eventually  this
ROI-analysis  of  face  processing  areas  might  tell  us  something about  the  function  and
plausibility of the presumed dual streams of face processing.  The face videos stimulus
class is called “changing face videos” and its control condition is called “changing scene
videos”. This stimulus pair is shown in Figure 2d.     
One of the salient features of a face stimulus are the eyes. Eyes convey a great deal
of information about a person. For instance, eyes can tell us about person's emotional and
conscious state, his or her attitudes toward other people in the environment and can give us
cues  on  how a  social  interaction  is  going.  Specifically,  another  person's  gaze  and  its
direction can tell us about his or her focus of attention or about salient objects and people
noticed by that person to name a few examples. There has been many fMRI and EEG
studies where the gaze direction in pictures or videos has been studied (Ethofer, Gschwind
& Vuilleumier, 2011;  Pelphrey, Morris & McCarthy, 2005; Pelphrey, Viola & McCarthy,
2004). As gaze direction is such a salient source of information in social interaction and a
central research topic in social cognitive neuroscience,  we decided to include a stimulus
class involving eye gaze. In this stimulus class, there was a video of a frontal view of a
woman's  face.  In  the  video stimulus,  she moved her  eyes  in  a  continuous way,  called
smooth pursuit eye movement. We had the same woman in every block of the experiment.
This stimulus class was recorded entirely by ourselves. We contrasted this stimulus class
with control videos of changing faces that had neutral facial expression at first but after a
few seconds, smiled. After which, there was the next person's face repeating the same set
of  expressions  (first  neutral  expression then smile  ).  Thus there  were  several  different
people in the control stimulus and only one woman in the gaze direction stimulus. We
chose  this  task  stimulus  of  a  woman's  face  whose  gaze  is  moving  because  of  the
importance of gaze direction in social interaction. We chose to keep the same person in this
stimulus class in every block. According to literature, eye gaze direction change should
activate the posterior STS, posterior MTG,  inferior parietal areas such as the IPL, the IFG
and the fusiform regions (Ethofer et al.,  2011; Pelphrey et al., 2005; Pelphrey et al., 2004).
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This stimulus class is named “gaze direction change video”. This stimulus pair is shown in
Figure 2e.
As mentioned above, one important aspect of another person's gaze direction is that
it can convey information about that person's focus of attention. People are quite accurate
at judging another's person's focus of attention using only their gaze direction as means of
evaluating  that  person's  focus  of  attention  (Gamer  & Hecht,  2007).  When one  person
observes that another is paying close attention to somewhere in the same space, it is quite
natural and automatic for the observing person to also focus his or her own attention to the
same place. This process where a person notices another person paying attention to a place,
object or a person and then paying attention to the same target, is called  joint attention.
Joint  attention  is  important  to  many  forms  of  successful  cooperation  and  competition
where  the coordination of  the  actions  depend on making correct  predictions  about  the
actions of others. The ability to direct our attention to the same place where others are
paying attention can also give us vital cues about our environment – about its threats and
opportunities that we wouldn't have necessarily noticed ourselves. The importance of joint
attention  in  our  social  lives  made  it  one  stimulus  category  of  the  Social  Localizer.
Moreover,  it  might  be  worthwhile  to  try  to  discern  the  previous  eye-gaze-direction
condition from this joint-attention condition in ROIs, as this might reveal us something
about  differences  between  simple  eye-gaze-direction  change  and  joint-attention  action.
This  stimuli-class  is  called  “joint  attention  video”  and  its  control  stimuli-class  “joint
attention control video”. This stimulus pair is shown in Figure 2f.
2.8.4 Theory of mind
Besides gaze direction, person's eyes convey also a great deal of other information to the
perceiver. In addition to the person's focus of attention, eyes and the region surrounding
eyes give us many cues about the person's mental state, including the person's emotional
state.  Inferring  person's  emotional  state  from  his  or  her  eye-region  is  part  of
theory-of-mind. Since theory-of-mind and emotional reading is such an important part of
social interaction and central research topic in social cognitive neuroscience, we decided to
include a stimulus class about facial emotion reading. This stimulus class is called 'Reading
the Mind in the Eyes' or RME and were introduced by Baron-Cohen, Jolliffe, Mortimore &
Robertson in 1997. The test that the stimuli are from was originally introduced to separate
adults with high-functioning autism or Asperger's syndrome from non-autistic individuals
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(see Baron-Cohen et al., 1997; and for the revised version of the test see Baron-Cohen,
Wheelwright & Hill, 2001). In this experimental condition,  subject was presented with
pictures of a rectangular area around a person's eyes. In the corners of this rectangular area
were words describing four mental or emotional states such as “panicked” or “relaxed”.
The subject had to decide which of the emotional state words described the mental state of
the  person whose eye  area  was  shown in the  picture.  This  stimulus  class  was  chosen
because theory of mind also entails the deduction of another person's emotional state from
his or her facial expression and also from the area around his or her eyes (see Baron-Cohen
et al., 1997 for an example). Also, the task described above is used to test for the spectrum
of autistic disorders so this task has been tested in a clinical setting (see Baron-Cohen et
al., 1997). Thus, these types of stimuli and the brain regions associated with the processing
of these types of stimuli are important in the research of theory of mind in general and the
research of compromised theory of mind ability in autistic individuals in particular. As a
control we used the same picture of an area around a person's face but the words were a
combination of age and gender e.g. “young woman” or “old man”. There was a potential
problem with this control as it  was generally a lot  easier than the deduction of mental
states. The control also had always the same combination of words in every block whereas
the task condition of mental descriptions  had at different list of words in different blocks.
Obviously,  the  combination  of  gender  and  age  had  two words  in  contrast  to  the  task
condition where the mental description was only one word. All of the differences between
the  task  and  control  stimuli  mentioned  above  could  be  potential  problem  in  the
interpretation  of  the  differences  in  brain  activity  measured  by  fMRI.  I  will  call  this
stimulus class “Reading Mind in the Eyes” and its  control condition “reading age and
gender in eyes”. This stimulus pair is shown in Figure 2g.
In addition to  reading the emotional  state  from a person's  eyes,  theory-of-mind
comprises of more conceptual abilities. One such ability is the capacity to judge aspects of
another person's personality in terms of explicit attributes, e.g. descriptive words. Closely
related,  but  not  identical  is  the  ability  to  judge  oneself  in  terms  of  the  same kind of
attributes. This is an ability closely related to the concept of the self and identity. As these
kinds of abilities of both other-related theory-of-mind and self-related identity appraisal are
both important research topics in social neuroscience (e.g. Heatherton et al., 2006; Kelley
et al., 2002), we had these both as stimulus classes in our localizer. Furthermore, as the
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cognitive processes of these abilities are similar but not identical, we made these stimuli
comparable i.e. being as identical as possible in every detail except for the target of the
attribute i.e. self vs. other. We made these stimuli classes ourselves. One of these stimulus
categories showed descriptions of the subject, e.g. “I am a kind”. The subject had to give
rating on a scale of 1 to 4 how appropriate the description was of him or her. The purpose
of this stimulus was to activate the medial prefrontal cortex which is involved in theory of
mind and mentalizing processes among other things. The other-related-attribution stimulus
class was the same descriptions but the object of these descriptions to be evaluated by the
subject was the current president of Finland, Sauli Niinistö, e.g. “Mr. Niinistö is kind”.
Again, the subject had to give ratings on a scale of 1 to 4 on how accurate the adjective
was in describing Mr. Niinistö. The control stimulus to these was to rate descriptions of
cars. This control was chosen to contrast mental descriptions against physical ones, e.g.
“Cars are fast”. I will call the first stimulus class “judging self-related mental attributes”,
the  second  stimulus  class  “judging  other-related  mental  attributes”  and  the  third  one
“judging object-related physical attributes”. This stimulus triplet is shown in Figure 2h. 
2.8.5 Body-part and action perception
In addition to face perception, people tend make some inferences about the other person
based on the posture of the body and the relative positions of the limbs and other body
parts. Thus, from the point-of-view of social cognitive neuroscience, brain regions related
to body part and posture processing of other people's body parts, are interesting. Therefore
we concluded that it was also important to include the body parts in the localizer's arsenal.
We took the digital photographs of both the body parts and the objects. One task stimulus
class we had in this study, was pictures of arms, hands, legs and feet which were contrasted
to a control condition where pictures of objects such as cup, pencil or coffee pot were
shown. The purpose of this stimulus class was to localize the visual area mentioned before
named  extrastriate body area or EBA. I will call this stimuli-class “body part pictures” and
its control stimulus class “object pictures”. This stimulus pair is shown in Figure 2i.
Body part perception research is interesting also because people act in environment
by using parts of their body. As observing other peoples' actions is crucial part of social
learning, it is also an important research topic in the social cognitive neuroscience. This is
why we  also had one stimulus category videos showing a person's arm grasping an object.
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These  videos  were  produced  entirely  by  us.  Examples  of  objects  in  the  video  would
include a pencil, a cup and a coffee pot. After a couple of seconds an arm appears from the
left side of the video, grasps the object and takes is away from the table to the left side of
the video. Another reason for choosing these specific stimulus videos was that it has been
shown with  macaque monkeys that some neurons,  called mirror  neurons,  activate both
when the animal performs an action and sees an experimenter or another performing the
same action. There has been growing evidence that these mirror neurons are present also in
humans (e.g. Mukamel et al. , 2010). Therefore we hoped that this video stimulus would
activate at least part of the subject's mirror neuron system. We tried to make this stimulus
category video as simple as possible so that there was only the object, a table and the arm
that takes away the object. At the same time we tried to make the video ecologically valid
meaning that the environment in the video was as natural to the subject as possible. I will
call the first stimuli-class “grasping objects videos”, the second one “grasping air videos”
and the third one “grasping air pictures”. This stimulus pair is shown in Figure 2j.
All in all, we tried to make the Social Localizer as encompassing as possible by
including wide variety of stimulus classes. This was important because as a general tool for
Social Cognitive Neuroscience, the research topics and potentially interesting brain regions
could be very different in different experiments. The localizer was designed to have its
functionality easily modified in future experiments by the experimenters who might wish
to remove, modify or add new or old stimulus classes. The number of presentation times
per block and the block duration could also be easily modified by the future experimenter.
After we had decided, which stimuli to include in the localizer, we had to validate the
operability of the localizer by measuring subject fMRI data with it. The results could then
be used to validate the functionality of the localizer.
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 3 Materials and methods
We validated the functionality of the Social Localizer with 18 subjects. The fMRI data of
each subject was compared both at the individual and group-level whole-brain activations
to those found in literature with similar stimuli. This allowed us to validate the usability of
the Social Localizer as a mapping tool for social cognitive neuroscience. 
3.1 Subjects
Eighteen subjects participated in this study. We had to, however, exclude two subjects from
the study due to excessive head movement that was more than the rejection criteria of  4
mm along one axis. This left us with a sample size of sixteen subjects.  The mean age of
the remaining subjects was  24 years (range  21 — 30 years). Nine of the subjects were
female. All of the subjects reported that they were right-handed. All of the subjects had
Finnish as their mother tongue.  The subjects were either students, staff or both of Aalto
University. None of the subjects reported neurologic or psychiatric disorders except for
tendency of two subjects to suffer from migraine headaches.  This study was approved by
ethics committee of Aalto University.
3.2 Procedure
In addition to measuring the fMRI data, eye tracking data was also measured during the
resting state data and task run scanning. The eye tracking system was calibrated for each
subject. The subject had also a four-key keypad for responding under his or her right hand.
All of the stimuli were presented and logged using Presentation software (version: 17.2) by
Neurobehavioral  Systems except  for  the  first  subject  whose  resting  state  stimulus  was
presented by simply running a still video file. 
The fMRI scanning session began with a ten minute resting state data measurement
where subjects would stare at a black cross on top of a grey background and were told to
think of nothing in particular and stay awake. After the resting state data measurement, the
session consisted of two task runs and obtaining a structural image of the brain in between
the task runs. Each task run lasted 20 minutes. Both task runs contained exactly the same
conditions but the order of conditions was pseudo-randomized at the beginning of the run.
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Total time in scanner was around 55 minutes for each subject.
The task runs consisted of blocks that lasted each 19.88 seconds and had a five
second black screen in between them. Several stimuli  of the same stimulus class were
shown in succession inside a block. The order of blocks was pseudo-randomized at the
beginning of the task run but that same block order was repeated twice during a task run.
Thus each stimulus category block was shown twice during each run – totalling therefore
four  blocks  and  79.52  seconds  per  fMRI  session  (and  per  subject)  for  each  stimulus
category.
For the majority of stimuli subject had to perform a one-back task pressing the
number one with his or her index finger in the keypad when the previous picture or video
was the same as the current picture or video. This task was implemented mainly to boost
activation by attention and to see that the subject was attending to stimuli.
3.3 Equipment and scanning parameters
The fMRI scanner used in this study was a 3 T Siemens MAGNETOM Skyra whole-body
scanner with a modified 30 channel head coil. EyeLink 1000 eye tracking system with a
sampling rate of 1000 Hz was used for each subject. Response device for the subject was a
LUMItouch keypad with four keys and an optical interface with a response controller.
Functional  images  were obtained using an echo planar  imaging (EPI)  sequence
with 44 slices. Voxel size was 3x3x3 mm3. As for the other scanning parameters, a TR of
2500 ms,  a TE of 30 ms, flip angle of 90 degrees and a FOV of 192x1922 mm were chosen
for the functional images. Orientation of the functional slices was axial oblique. 
For the anatomical images a T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence with a TR of 2530
ms, a TE of 3.3 ms, TI of 1100 and flip angle of 7 degrees were used .The orientation of
the structural slices was sagittal. The voxel size for the anatomical images was 1x1x13 mm.
3.4 Data preprocessing 
The fMRI,  response-key and eye-tracking data  all  were preprocessed.  We mainly used
Matlab scripts for this.
3.4.1 FMRI data
The acquired fMRI data was preprocessed using Matlab scripting and SPM8. First Dicom
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format anatomical and functional images were converted to NIFTI image format. Then
slice-time  correction  was  applied  to  functional  images.  After  which  the  images  were
coregistered  to  the  last  measured  functional  volume.  Next,  the  images  were  resliced.
Finally the functional images were smoothed with a kernel of 6 mm. A high-pass filter with
a cut off of 608 seconds was used for the task runs' signal to account for the signal drift.
The  hemodynamic  response  was  modelled  using  canonical  hemodynamic  response
function (HRF). 
After the actual preprocessing, a design matrix was constructed using the condition
timings from Presentation log file that contained the start times for each block. The design
matrix also contained movement regressors to regress away movement artefacts that were
left in the data in spite of movement correction. 
SPM contrasts were constructed for each condition-control condition pair. There
were also SPM contrasts for condition/control condition versus blank screen pairs to see
how each condition contrasted to blank screen activation.
After  constructing  the  SPM  constrasts,  the  SPM  constrasts  were  imported  to
Freesurfer.  This was done because Freesurfer has inflated brain view which can often be
more comprehensible than the traditional, slice-based brain view. Additionally, there are
brain maps for Freesurfer which show the name and borders of specific regions and brain
networks. We could therefore compare the activations patterns with those of known brain
networks  such  as  the  default  mode  network.  Firstly,  we  constructed  the  anatomical
Freesurfer  surfaces  for  each  individual  from  the  anatomical  SPM  images.  Next,  we
coregistered  the  SPM  anatomical  and  functional  images  with  the  individuals'
Freesurfer-generated individual brain-surfaces surfaces and gave the contrasts data to the
Freesrufer.  Lastly,  we  checked  that  that  the  coregistration  was  succesful  between  the
anatomical and functional images and that the activation yielded by the contrasts were
similar to that of the SPM-contrast activations.
After constructing the individual anatomical and functional Freesurfer images, we
constructed the group-average functional and structural images using Freesurfer's tools.
This yielded us co-registered anatomical and functional group images for each condition.
After  obtaining  the  functional  activation  maps  for  both  the  individual  and
group-level data, we decided to have the significance or p-value threshold set to 0.005
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(uncorrected) for both individual and group-level functional maps. The p-value threshold
was rather lenient since we only had less than 80 seconds of data per condition and the
stimuli were relatively complex. . This enabled us to compare the activation map produced
by the stimuli of the Social Localizer to those predicted in the research literature in both
the individual and group levels.
Since our total stimulus representation time was only 79.52 seconds per stimulus
class  per  subject  and the   stimulus  classes  were meant  to  elicit  rather  complex neural
processes, we anticipated that there might be a large variation between different subjects
and many different activation clusters that were close to each other, and low SNR  for
some  stimulus  conditions.  Thus,  the  localization  of  ROIs  might  be  difficult  or  even
impossible with many subjects. Therefore, we decided also to combine different conditions
or stimulus classes with a common denominator so that we would obtain more data per
subject for a localization of the ROIs in different conditions. 
We combined biological movement and body parts to obtain body-sensitive brain
regions. We also combined point-light social interaction to Heider-Simmel-animations to
obtain  activations  related  to  perception  of  social  interaction.  Another  combination  of
stimulus classes was the self and other trait-judgements conditions. The grasping of objects
videos  were  also  combined  with  the  grasping-control-videos.  And  the  changing  of
eye-gaze-direction  video  were  contrasted  to  the  joint-attention  video.  We  aimed  for
succesful function of the localizer either by the basic individual level contrasts or by the
combined individual-level contrasts would yield enough data to localize the ROIs.
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 3.4.2 Anatomical parcellation of MRI structural images
The volumetric MRI structural images of the brain can be divided into brain areas using so
called parcellation.  Anatomical  parcellation divides  the  brain  into  regions  according to
some  anatomical  landmarks  such  as  sulci.  The  parcellation  can  be  done  both  to
individual-level  and  group-average  MRI  images.  The  parcellation  can  either  be  done
manually by the researchers or automatically. Since manual parcellation is labour-intensive
and time-consuming, we used an automated anatomic parcellation system that divided the
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Figure 3: Parcellation scheme of brain different brain regions
Inflated brain is divided into different regions according to a parcellation scheme . The borders of 
different parcellations are shown in different colours. The parcellation names are shown in the 
labels. The figure shows the parcellations from lateral (top), medial (middle) and inferior (bottom) 
views.
brain into 34 separate regions (see Desikan et al., 2006 for the description of the system).
Figure 3 shows the regions of the parcellation scheme on group-average brain template.
We could compare the activations patterns predicted by the research literature to the actual
activations elicited by the Social Localizer in relation to the anatomical parcellations.
The anatomical parcellation scheme enabled us to relate the functional activations
in different  individuals  by associating them to common anatomical  regions  defined by
common anatomical landmarks. I will describe the results in relation to these anatomical
regions or parcellations.
Since the anatomical parcellation scheme region names differ a bit from the social
cognition-related brain regions described before, I will associate the parcellation names to
region names used often in literature. The bank-sts parcellation corresponds to posterior
STS quite accurately. In contrast, the middle and anterior parts of the STS are in the border
between  the  middle-temporal  and  superior-temporal  parcellation.  The  supra-marginal
parcellation covers approximatly the TPJ, the supramarginal gyrus and the angular gyrus
.The combination of pars-triangularis and pars-opercularis parcellations correspond to the
IFG. Many of the parcellation names also directly correspond to the regions names used in
the social cognitive neuroscience research literature.
3.4.3 Behavioural data
We had two kinds  of  behavioural  data  in  our  experiment,  the  response  data  that  was
generated by the subjects responses to stimulus task via a keypad and the eye-tracking data
that measured the subjects' gaze fixation place in time. Both measures' primary purpose
was to verify that the subject attended to the stimuli, followed instructions and was awake
and alert during the experiment.
The response data was processed by a Matlab script in order to obtain the number
of correct and different types of incorrect button press answers. This was done in order to
have an indicator to the difficulty of the task (e.g. one-back-task) for each stimulus type.
The button presses were classified to several different categories according to the correct or
incorrect timing and button press value. Category named  hits were the answers that had
both the correct value and were inside the required stimulus time window. Every stimulus
time  window that  had  no  button  press  responses  when  a  response  was  required,  was
counted as a  miss.  A wrong value hit,  as the name suggests, were responses inside the
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required stimulus-response time window, but had a different key number pressed to the
correct key number.  Double hits  occurred when a subject answered pressed a key two or
more times during a single stimulus time window. False positives were keypad presses that
occurred outside of any required stimulus-key-press-time-window.
The  stimulus  required-response-time-window  was  the  same  for  all  the
one-back-task stimuli that formed the majority of stimuli-tasks in the Social Localizer. For
all the one-back-task videos, the stimulus time-window extended from the beginning of the
repeat of the same stimulus to 1.5 seconds after the end of the repeated stimulus. In the
case of the theory-of-mind tasks, i.e. self, other and object descriptions and the Reading
Mind in Eyes stimulus classes, the time window was more difficult to determine. How long
does  it  take  to  process  theory  of  mind information  and give  an answer  based on this
information? For this, we looked at the response timing data for the descriptions and for
the Reading Mind in Eyes tasks and determined the correct response timings from the
average response timings of subjects.
In addition  to  the absolute  values  of  different  hit  and miss  categories,  we also
calculated their  relative percentages in relation to the total  required response count for
every stimulus class. This enabled us to compare the difficulty of different stimulus classes
to each other. This, in turn, was important because the difficulty of a task could affect our
fMRI results and their interpretation.
The eye tracking data was processed by a custom-made Matlab script that produced
gaze  heatmaps  of  the  eye-tracking  data.  The  data  was  first  filtered  with  a
moving-average-window temporal filter  as there was some noise in the temporal graph
probably due to the vibrations produced by the fMRI scanner. Then, the heatmaps for each
block and the resting data was calculated. The script did this by constructing a heatmap
matrix  for  each  block.  The  cells  of  the  heatmap  matrix  corresponded to  pixels  in  the
stimulus picture. Each cell's value was incremented by one when the coordinates of an
eye-tracking-data  value  corresponded  to  that  cell.  After  the  single  block  heatmap  was
constructed, the heatmap was smoothed by a gaussian spatial filter that had a kernel value
of  75 pixels  and  sigma  of  36  pixels.  .  Subjects'  block  heatmap  matrices  were  added
together  when the stimulus  class  was the same.  This  was done to  form single subject
heatmaps for every stimulus class. 
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After  the  script  had made single-subjects  heatmaps,  group-level  heatmaps were
constructed by adding the single-subject heatmaps together according to stimulus class and
dividing the resulting matrix by the subject count. This yielded us the group-level heatmap
for every stimulus class.   
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4 Results
The primary results for the validation of the Social Localizer, were the group-level and
especially  the  single-subject-level  fMRI  results.  After  all,  the  purpose  of  the  Social
Localizer is to localize brain regions related to Social Cognition in  a single subject. The
main criteria for the Social Localizer validation is therefore the proportion of subjects we
could localize the brain regions for each stimulus class or combination of stimulus classes.
4.1 Behavioural results
The behavioural results are important mainly because they give us means to validate the
proper behaviour and state of the subject during the experiment. These results are therefore
mainly control measures.
4.1.1 Eye tracking data
Our primary reason for recording the eye-tracking data was to ensure that subjects had
stayed awake and paid attention to the stimuli, i.e. were looking at the stimuli. Secondarily,
the eye-tracking data was used to inspect whether there were any differences in the mean
duration  subjects  were  attending  to  the  projector  screen  between  the  control  and
experimental stimulus classes. Figure 4 which shows us the group-average heatmaps shows
us that when subjects were fixating (looking at) on something, they were almost always
fixating on the stimulus.
The point-light biological movement and spinning pointlight condition-pair shows
that,  on  average,  subjects  had  somewhat  similar  fixation  area  shape.  As  with  the  last
condition-pair,  the condition-pair  of  point-light  figures  in  social  interaction had similar
fixation area shapes in the group-heatmap which was also the case with the Heider-Simmel
and control animation videos. All of the face videos had highly similar fixation area shape
centering around the regions near nose and the eyes. The Reading Mind in Eyes and its
control condition had both similar kind of fixation area, which was centred once again near
the eyes in addition to the description words that were emotional states or age and gender.
The description  traits  tasks  about  self,  other  (Niinistö)  and  objects  (cars)  also  yielded
similar group-heatmaps where the describing trait-word was at the focus of the fixation
(and attention). The body-part pictures and object pictures condition-pair also had similar
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group-heatmap fixation area shape where the fixations were centered around middle of the
body part or object.
Overall, the group-level heatmap revealed that the subjects had paid attention to the
stimuli  when  they  were  looking  at  screen.  Furthermore,  the  experimental  and  control
stimuli  had similar  fixation  areas  when compared to  each other  on group-level  with a
group-average heatmap. This is good news since highly dissimilar fixation pattern might
suggest somewhat dissimilar attending of the stimuli and therefore different allocation of
cognitive resources between the stimuli. This, in turn, might raise the suspicion that the
difference between conditions in fMRI data is actually because of difference in attending
the stimuli. Of course, the opposite is not true – similar fixation regions do not suggest
identical or even similar cognitive processing.   
Next,  we  examined  the  percentage  of  time  subjects  spent  fixating  on  the  the
stimulus and the percentage of time spent on saccades and when pupil was not seen. These
three different conditions of eye-tracking data were given the names fixation, saccade and
error. The error condition could be caused by eye blinks or because the subject was falling
or  had  fallen  asleep  and  the  eyelid  was  therefore  blocking  the  view  to  pupil.  These
eye-tracking conditions would give us information on how well the subjects in general
looked  at  and  therefore  attended  to  the  screen  at  all.   In  Table  1 the  absolute  and
percentages of time are shown as group-averages.
As can be seen from the table the average fixation time was from around 55 % to
around 70 % from the total stimulus presentation time. On average, saccades and error (e.g.
eye blinks, eyes closed, eyelid drooping etc.) took both from 15 % to 20 % of stimulus
presentation time. Generally, the proportion of fixation to errors seems relatively similar
across stimulus categories. This is relevant because highly disproportionate percentages of
fixations, saccades and error between experimental and control stimulus categories might
suggest  that  differences  in  the  fMRI  results  might,  at  least,  partially  be  caused  by
systematic differences in the attentive states of the subjects. Stimulus classes that got the
longest mean fixation times on group-level were stimuli that showed faces. Perhaps our
tendency to automatically to pay attention to faces might partially explain these results.
Other stimulus classes with high mean fixation times were object-grasping-videos, object
pictures and changing-scene-videos. The notable similarity between these different stimuli
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is that they are more complex and naturalistic and with more details than for example the
point-light or Heider-Simmel stimulus classes.     
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Figure 4: Average heatmaps of eye-tracking data
The group-average, eye-tracking heatmaps on every stimulus-class placed on top of an example 
picture of that stimulus class. These heatmaps were built from the eye-tracking data and were 
smoothed. The heatmaps basically show us where the subjects looked at when the stimuli were 
shown to them. The unit of measurement is milliseconds per pixel which tells how many 
millisecond-long time-points each pixel had on average. The longer times are in warm colours 
(from yellow to red) and the shorter gaze times are in colder colours (blue).  
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Table 1: Group-average values of fixation time, saccade time and errors time of the eye-tracking data
The group-average values of the eye-tracking data are shown in this table regarding every stimulus condition. The
eye-tracking data is divided into fixation time, saccade time and error time. Fixation time here tells us how long
subjects have been fixating on certain part of the stimulus in the stimulus condition on average. Saccade time on tells
us how long the subjects spent making a saccadic movement with their eyes during a stimulus condition on average.
Error time tells us how long the subjects spent blinking, being eyes closed etc. during the stimulus condition on
average. The absolute time unit is in seconds with the accuracy rounded to the nearest one hundreath of a second.
       Condition     Fixation time (seconds)        Error time (seconds)        Total time (seconds)
point-light figures in biological movement 45.49 13.94 16.68 76.11
spinning point-light shapes 42.70 15.17 17.11 74.98
two point-light figures in social interaction 44.89 12.76 18.44 76.09
two point-light figures side-by-side 43.50 13.55 18.18 75.24
changing face videos 44.65 13.62 17.43 75.70
changing scene videos 45.67 14.05 15.92 75.63
50.71 12.45 11.96 75.12
joint attention video 48.74 11.56 16.03 76.33
joint attention control video 51.31 10.03 12.98 74.32
Reading Mind in the Eyes 49.22 12.48 13.41 75.11
reading age and gender in eyes 50.36 12.88 12.66 75.90
judging self-related mental attributes 50.79 15.20 10.66 76.65
judging other-related mental attributes 49.60 14.10 13.09 76.80
judging object-related physical attributes 42.92 16.22 17.29 76.42
body part pictures 44.64 15.46 16.94 77.04
object pictures 43.89 13.77 19.33 76.99
grasping objects videos 48.82 11.71 15.35 75.88
grasping air videos 47.17 12.46 16.17 75.81
grasping air pictures 47.08 13.11 14.42 74.61
point-light figures in biological movement 47.56 12.38 15.74 75.68
spinning point-light shapes 47.88 12.05 16.12 76.05
two point-light figures in social interaction 39.19 16.18 20.90 76.26
Condition  Fixation time percentage (%)     Error time percentage (%)
point-light figures in biological movement 60 18 22
spinning point-light shapes 57 20 23
two point-light figures in social interaction 59 17 24
two point-light figures side-by-side 58 18 24
changing face videos 59 18 23
changing scene videos 60 19 21
68 17 16
joint attention video 64 15 21
joint attention control video 69 14 17
Reading Mind in the Eyes 66 17 18
reading age and gender in eyes 66 17 17
judging self-related mental attributes 66 20 14
judging other-related mental attributes 65 18 17
judging object-related physical attributes 56 21 23
body part pictures 58 20 22
object pictures 57 18 25
grasping objects videos 64 15 20
grasping air videos 62 16 21
grasping air pictures 63 18 19
point-light figures in biological movement 63 16 21
 Group-average eyetracking stats in absolute values 
     Saccadadic Time (seconds)
gaze direction change video
                                   Group-average eyetracking stats in relative (percentage) values 
  Saccade time percentage (%)
gaze direction change video
4.1.2 Response-keypad data
Much like with the eye-tracking data,  we used the key press data mainly as a  way to
validate  that  subjects  were  relatively  alert,  and  understood  the  rating  and  the
one-back-tasks. Another important aspect revealed by this data was the possible difficulty
differences  between  the  tasks  in  different  stimulus  category.  Different  task  difficulty
between conditions  might  cause  the  subject  to  be  more  attentive  in  the  more  difficult
condition  and,  in  turn,  try  to  rest  and  therefore  be  less  attentive  in  the  less  difficult
condition. These differences in attentional state might then be reflected in difference in the
fMRI  results  partially  because  of  systematic  differences  in  the  attentional  state  of  the
subjects.
For the once-back-task stimuli-classes,  the mean hit  percentages  were relatively
similar, ranging from 85 % to close to 100%. The only exception was the “two point-light
figures  side-by-side”  condition,  which  had  a  low  hit  percentage  of  66%  and  misses
percentage of  33% .  This  should  be taken into account  when comparing  the the  “two
point-light  figures  in  social  interaction”  to  “two point-light  figures  side-by-side”  since
some  of  the  activation  differences  might  be  related  to  differences  in  task  difficulty.
However,  since  the  number  of  required  one-back-task  responses  was  in  total  4-6  per
condition for each subject for the whole experiment , such a low number of total responses
meant that missing one response would have relatively large impact on the hit and misses
percentages (from 25 % to around 17% per one miss).  
Another experimental-control-condition-pair  that were different in task difficulty
were “reading mind in eyes” which had a hit percentage of 44% and “reading age and
gender” which had hit  percentage of 92% . It  seems that judging person's mental state
correctly was much harder than judging person's age and gender. It should be noted that
this difference in task difficulty can cause differences in activation patterns.
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Table 2: Group-average response keypad data
Group-averages of response data for hits (response made when required and the required key is pressed), misses (no
response made when required), wrong value hits (response made when required but wrong key is pressed), double hits
(two responses made when one is required), false positives (response was made when none was required). Both absolute
(top table) and percentage (bottom table) group-average are shown. Note that absolute values are rounded to the first
decimal place. Relative values (percentages) were rounded to the nearest whole percent. 
 
Absolute-value group-average keypad responses
       Condition Hits Misses  Wrong value hits       Double hits   False positives             Total 
point-light figures in biological movement 3.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
spinning point-light shapes 3.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
two point-light figures in social interaction 3.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
two point-light figures side-by-side 2.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.0 4.0
changing face videos 3.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 4.0
changing scene videos 3.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
3.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 3.7 4.0
joint attention video 3.6 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 4.0
joint attention control video 4.4 0.6 0.0 0.1 1.1 5.0
Reading Mind in the Eyes 7.1 0.6 8.3 0.2 0.0 16.0
reading age and gender in eyes 14.7 0.4 0.9 0.1 0.0 16.0
judging self-related mental attributes 19.9 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 20.0
judging other-related mental attributes 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 20.0
judging object-related physical attributes 19.8 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.1 20.0
body part pictures 4.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0
object pictures 3.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
grasping objects videos 5.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0
grasping air videos 5.9 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.1 6.0
grasping air pictures 3.8 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.3 4.0
Relative-value (percentage) group-average keypad responses
Condition   Hits percentage (%)  Misses percentage (%)  Wrong value hits percentage (%)  Double hits percentage (%)  False positives percentage (%)
point-light figures in biological movement 89 11 0 0 0
spinning point-light shapes 89 11 0 0 0
two point-light figures in social interaction 86 14 0 0 0
two point-light figures side-by-side 67 33 0 0 46
changing face videos 93 7 0 0 2
changing scene videos 99 1 0 0 0
85 15 0 4 64
joint attention video 89 10 1 1 2
joint attention control video 89 11 0 1 39
Reading Mind in the Eyes 44 3 52 1 0
reading age and gender in eyes 92 2 6 0 0
judging self-related mental attributes 100 0 0 1 0
judging other-related mental attributes 100 0 0 1 0
judging object-related physical attributes 99 1 0 1 0
body part pictures 94 6 0 0 0
object pictures 97 3 0 0 0
grasping objects videos 94 6 0 0 0
grasping air videos 99 1 0 8 1
grasping air pictures 94 6 0 4 9
gaze direction change video
gaze direction change video
4.2 FMRI results 
Validation of the Social Localizer are derived from the fMRI results. It is useful to look at
the group-level results but the individual-level results in relation to the research literature,
however, are the most crucial validation criteria for the Social Localizer. This is because
we are aiming to localize the functional  brain regions at  individual  level.  Next,  I  will
present both the group-level and individual-level fMRI results obtained by using the Social
Localizer.
4.2.1 FMRI group-level results
Point-light biological movement condition was contrasted to moving point-light condition.
This  elicited  activity  in  one  cluster  that  extended  from  the  lateral-occipital,
inferior-parietal,  posterior  part  of  middle-temporal,  bank-sts (a.ka.  pSTS)  and
supramarginal (a.k.a  TPJ)  parcellations  in  the  lateral  view  of  the  brain  in  the  right
hemisphere.  The  analogous  activation  cluster  in  the  left  hemisphere  covered  the  same
parcellations  (lateral-occipital,  inferior-parietal,  middle-temporal  and bank-sts )  except
that the cluster  did not cover  supramarginal parcellation. However, the left hemisphere
activations did have an activation cluster that resided in the supramarginal parcellation. In
the medial view, this contrast elicited activity in a small cluster in the posterior parts of
superior-frontal parcellation only in the right hemisphere. In addition, one small activity
cluster was in the isthmus-cingulate parcellation region and yet another in the precuneus in
the right hemisphere.  The precuneus activation cluster was really small in size in the left
hemisphere.  The  left  hemisphere  had  also  activation  clusters  in  the  paracentral  and
posterior-cingulate parcellations. In the medial view, larger activity cluster was seen in the
cuneus in both hermispheres. See Figure 5a for the group-level results of this condition
contrast.
Point-light  figures  in  social  interaction  condition  was  contrasted  to  point-light
figures side-by-side condition. Activations were seen in one cluster in the antero-inferior
parts  of  the  superior-temporal parcellation  (a.k.a.  aSTS)  only  in  the  right  hemisphere,
another cluster of activation extended from the  bank-sts (a.k.a pSTS) to  supramarginal
(a.ka. TPJ),  inferior-parietal,  middle-temporal  and inferior-temporal  parcellations in both
hemispheres.  Yet  another  activation  cluster  was  between  precentral  and
caudal-middle-frontal parcellations(a.k.a dorsal Pmc) in the right hemisphere. In the left
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hemisphere,  there  was  only  a  small  activation  cluster  in  the  caudal-middle-frontal
parcellation and another in the superior-frontal parcellation. Another premotor activation
resided in the precentral parcellation but inferior to previous precentral activation in the
right  hemisphere.  We found  one  activity  cluster  in  parsopercularis  and  another  in  the
parstriangularis only in the right hemisphere. This cluster corresponds to the IFG region.
Additionally,  there was one activity cluster in the latero-posterior parts of the fusiform
parcellation in both hemispheres. See Figure 5b for the group-level results of this condition
contrast.
The social interaction of the Heider-Simmel animations condition was contrasted to
animations of identical triangles that appeared mechanical in nature. This contrast elicited
activation  profile  similar  to  the  point-light  figure  social  interaction  versus  point-light
figures side-by-side contrast. Namely, posterior parts of the superior-temporal parcellation
(a.k.a.middle or pSTS) formed a cluster in the right hemisphere.  Another cluster extended
from the posterior parts of the bank-sts to inferior parts of the supramarginal, inferior parts
of  the  inferior-parietal  and  posterior  parts  of  the  middle-temporal  parcellation  in  both
hemispheres. Additionally, this activation cluster extended to inferior-temporal parcellation
in the left  hemisphere.  Also, there was a small activation cluster in the parsopercularis
parcellation (corresponding to parts of the IFG) only in the right hemisphere. Premotor
cortex  however,  failed  to  reach  statistical  significance  with  our  threshold  in  both
hemisphere. With a highly lenient treshold (p<0,15, uncorrected) the premotor cortex also
showed activation in the right hemisphere. See Figure 5c for the group-level results of this
condition contrast.
The changing face videos were contrasted to changing scene videos. On group level
this  contrast  revealed  an  activation  pattern  where  the  face  processing  network  clearly
appeared to be active.  One activation cluster appeared in the fusiform parcellation and
extended to inferior-temporal and lateral-occipital parcellations in both hemispheres. Thus,
this activation cluster corresponded well to activations in the OFA and FFA. One activation
cluster  was  located  in  the  anterior  parts  of  superior-temporal  and  middle-temporal
parcellations  only  in  the  right  hemisphere  –  thus  corresponding  to  aSTS.  In  the  left
hemisphere, there was an activation cluster in the posterior parts of the middle-temporal
parcellation.  This  activation  cluster  extended  to  inferior-parietal  parcellation.  Another
smaller  activation  cluster  in  the  left  hemisphere  was  in  the  anterior  parts  of  the  left
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hemisphere. Yet another activation cluster resided mainly in the banksts parcellation in the
right  hemisphere  but  exteded  to  posterior  middle-temporal  and  superior-temporal
parcellations  and  also  to  inferior  parts  of  inferior-parietal  parcellation.  This  activation
cluster  matched  well  with  the  face  sensitive  parts  of  the  posterior  STS.  Thus,  the
group-level  activations  elicited  by  the  chaning  face  videos  conformed  well  with  the
research  literature  revealing  the  face  processing  network.  In  addition,  there  was  one
activation cluster in the border between precentral and caudal-middle-frontal parcellations.
This activation cluster corresponded to the premotor cortext. Yet another activation cluster
resided  in  the  parsopercularis  and  parstriangularis  parcellations.  Hence,  this  activation
cluster corresponded to  IFG activation.  In the left  hemisphere there was also a similar
activation cluster that extended from rostral-middle-frontal parcellation to parsopercularis,
parstriangularis and  parsorbitalis parcellations.  This  activation  was  at  least  partly
corresponding to  the  area  of  IFG.  A small  activation  cluster  was  also  detected  in  the
caudal-middle-frontal parcellation of the left hemisphere. See Figure 5d for the group-level
results of this condition contrast.      
Another  face-related  condition  contrast  was  a  contrast  where  face  videos  of
changing  gaze  direction  was  contrasted  to  the  changing  faces  videos.  There  was  one
activation cluster in supra-marginal parcellation which extended to the superior-parietal
parcellation and slightly to  postcentral  parcellation in  both hemispheres and slightly to
inferior-parietal  parcellation  in  the  right  hemisphere.   Additionally,  there  were  two
activation clusters in the posterior parts of the  inferior-parietal parcellation in the right
hemisphere.  One  activation  cluster  was  in  the  ventral  parts  of  the  inferior-parietal
parcellation of the left hemisphere. Another activation cluster was in the superior-frontal
parcellation  and extended to  caudal-middle-frontal  and precentral  parcellations  in  both
hemispheres. Yet another activation cluster was located in the ventral part of the precentral
parcellation in both hemispheres. This activation cluster corresponds to ventral premotor
cortex.  One  activation  cluster  resided  in  insula  parcellation  and  extended  to
lateral-orbito-frontal parcellation. Lastly there was one activation cluster in the precuneus
in both hemispheres. See Figure 5e for the group-level results of this condition contrast.
When the join-attention face video was contrasted to the non-joint-attention face
video, there was an activation cluster that extended from inferior-parietal parcellation to
banksts,  supramarginal,  middle-temporal  and  lateral-occipital  parcellations  in  the  right
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hemisphere. Similar activation clusters were also observed in the left hemisphere where
one  of  the  clusters  covered  the  bank-sts  and  supra-marginal  parcellations  and  another
inferior-parietal,  middle-temporal  and  lateral-occipital  parcellations.  These  activation
clusters therefore covered the pSTS and TPJ. Another cluster of activation was found in
superior-parietal parcellation in both hemispheres. Additionally there were two clusters of
activation between precentral and superior-frontal parcellations and between precentral and
caudal-middle-frontal parcellations in both hemispheres. These two activation clusters are
located in the premotor cortex. Finally, one activation cluster was in precuneus parcellation
of both hemispheres. See Figure 5f for the group-level results of this condition contrast.
The Reading Mind in Eyes condition contrast contained one activation cluster that
extended from the anterior parts of the superior-temporal parcellation to the posterior parts
of the parcellation and to the banksts in the right hemisphere. This activation cluster also
extended  slightly  to  middle-temporal,  inferior-parietal  and  supramarginal  parcellations.
The activation cluster therefore covered most of the STS from the anterior to posterior
parts. In the left hemisphere, there were two corresponding activation clusters: one in the
anterior parts of superior-temporal parcellation (a.k.a. aSTS) and another in the bank-sts
parcellation  (a.k.a.  PSTS).  The  bank-sts  activation  cluster  extended  slightly  to
inferior-parietal,  superior-temporal  and  supra-marginal  parcellations.  There  were  two
activation  clusters  in  parsopercularis  and  parstriangularis  parcellations  in  the  right
hemisphere. In the left hemisphere, there was one large activation cluster that covered the
parsopercularis  and  parstriangularis  parcellations  and  extended  to  parsorbitalis  and
lateral-orbito-frontal parcellations. These clusters correspond to the IFG. There was also an
activation cluster in the anterior parts of the rostral-middle-frontal parcellation in the left
hemisphere.  In the medial parts of the brain there were two small activation clusters in the
ventral and one activation cluster in the dorsal parts of the superior-frontal parcellation in
the right hemisphere. In the left hemisphere, there were also two activation clusters in the
medial parts  of the superior-frontal  parcellation – one cluster more ventral and another
more dorsal. The ventral clusters corresponded to the mPFC. In addtion, there was one
small  activation  cluster  in  rostral-anterior-cingulate  parcellation  corresponding  to  the
rostral  ACC in  the  right  hemisphere.  One  larger  activation  cluster  extended  from the
cuneus to pericalcarine and lingual parcellations in both hermispheres. See Figure 6g for
the group-level results of this condition contrast.
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When the self-trait-judgements condition was contrasted to other-trait-judgement,
activations in the midline frontal structures were seen. One activation cluster was in the
ventral part of the superior-frontal parcellation and another in the rostral-anterior-cingulate
parcellation  extending  slightly  to  caudal-anterior-cingulate  in  the  right  hemisphere.  A
corresponding  activation  cluster  was  also  observed  in  the  left  hemisphere  where  it
extended from ventral parts of the superior-frontal parcellation to rostral-anterior-cingulate
and  slightly  to  caudal-anterior-cingulate  parcallations.   The  superior-frontal  activation
corresponds to the mPFC and the caudal-anterior-cingulate activation to the ACC. When
the self-trait-judgement condition was contrasted to the object-trait judgment condition, the
ventral  superior-frontal  (mPFC) parcellation and rostral-anterior-cingulate (rostral  ACC)
parcellation activation were more extensive than in the self vs. other condition contrast in
both  hemispheres.  These  activations  did,  in  fact,  overlap  in  this  condition  contrast.
Furthermore,  there  was  additional  activation  cluster  in  the  precuneus  parcellation
extending to isthmus-cingulate parcellation in both hemispheres. Additionally, there was
one activation cluster in the posterior-cingulate parcellation in both hemispheres. We also
contrasted the other-trait-judgement condition to the object-trait-judgement-condition. This
contrast yielded an activation cluster in the ventral part of the superior-frontal parcellation
in the right hemisphere corresponding to the mPFC. Another activation cluster was in the
posterior-cingulate  parcellation  in  both  hemispheres  and  yet  another  in  the  precuneus
parcellation, extending to the isthmus-cingulate parcellation in both hemispheres. Thus, the
activations  were highly similar  to the self-trait-judgement  versus object-trait-judgement
condition  contrast.  See  Figures  6h,  6i,  6j  for  the  group-level  results  of  this  condition
contrast.
In the case of body-part pictures versus object pictures condition contrast,  wide
areas of activations were seen. There was one large activation cluster that covered parts of
the  lateral-occipital,  inferior  temporal,  middle-temporal,  fusiform  and  inferior-parietal
parcellations in the right hemisphere. In the left hemisphere, the corresponding activation
cluster  was smaller  and covered lateral-occipital,  inferior-parietal,  middle-temporal  and
slightly  inferior-temporal  parcellations  .  There  was  also  another  activation  cluster  that
extended  from  the  superior  parietal  parcellation  to  postcentral  and  supramarginal
parcellations in the right hemisphere. There were corrensponding activation clusters in the
left hemisphere. One of these clusters was in the superior-parietal parcellation. Another one
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extended from the  posterior  parts  of  the  postcentral  parcellation  to  dorsal  parts  of  the
supra-marginal  parcellation  in  the  left  hemisphere.  One  activation  cluster  of  the  left
hemisphere resided in the ventral parts of the superior-parietal parcellation. Yet another
activation  cluster  extended  from  the  ventral  parts  of  precentral  parcellation  to
parsopercularis parcellation in the right hemisphere. Lastly, there was one activation cluster
in the border between parstriangularis and rostral-middle-frontal parcellations in the right
hemisphere.  The  size  of  the  activation  cluster  that  covered  inferior  temporal  regions,
fusiform gyrus and lingual gyrus among other regions might make it difficult to pinpoint
the EBA region at least in the group level. See Figure 6k for the group-level results of this
condition contrast.
Finally, the contrast between a video of a hand grasping various objects and a hand
performing similar actions without any object or to still pictures taken from the control
condition. In the contrast of the grasping objects versus grasping-motions-only condition
contrast,  activation clusters were small and few. One small activation cluster resided in
inferior-parietal parcellation of both hemispheres, another in middle-temporal parcellation
of  both  hemispheres  and  a  third  one  in  lateral-orbito-frontal  parcellation  of  both
hemispheres that extended to parsorbitalis parcellation in the left hemisphere. In the medial
aspect  of  the  brain,  there  was  one  small  activation  cluster  in  the  superior-frontal
parcellation of the right hemisphere and a larger one in the left hemisphere. In the left
hemisphere, there were also activation cluster between the rostral-anterior-cingulate and
medial-orbitofrontal  parcellations  and  another  cluster  between  the  precuneus  and
posterior-cingulate. The only large activation cluster in the right hemisphere was in the
fusiform  parcellation  and  a  corresponding  activation  cluster  was  also  in  the  left
hemisphere.  As this activation cluster was in the medial fusiform parcellation, it  might
actually  reside  in  or  close  to  parahippocampal  place  area.   When  contrasting  the
grasping-object  condition  to  grasping-control-pictures  condition,  a  much  wider  and
stronger set  of activations were seen. One activation cluster that was observed in both
hemispheres, extended from the inferior-parietal parcellation to banksts (a.k.a. pSTS) and
slightly to lateral-occipital, supramarginal (a.k.a. TPJ) and middle-temporal parcellations.
Another  activation  cluster  was  located  in  the  superior-parietal  parcellation  in  both
hemisphere,  extended  to  the  postcentral  parcellation  in  the  right  hemisphere.  Another
cluster  of  activation  reached  significance  in  dorsal  part  of  precentral  parcellation,
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extending  only  slightly  to  caudal-middle-frontal  parcellation  in  both  hemispheres.
Furthermore, caudal-middle-frontal parcellation had two clusters of activation in the right
hemisphere and one larger activation cluster in the left hemisphere. One activation cluster
was  located  between  parsopercularis  and  parstriangularis  parcellations  in  the  right
hemisphere and mostly in the parsopercularis in the left hemisphere. When contrasting the
control  conditions  of  grasping-control-videos  to  grasping-control-pictures,  a  similar
activation  pattern  was  observed  to  that  of  the  grasping-object-videos  versus
grasping-control-pictures condition contrast. Again, a wide activation cluster that covered
inferior-parietal, bank-sts, middle-temporal, supramarginal and slightly to lateral-occipital
parcellations was seen in both hemispheres. An activation cluster that was between dorsal
parts  of  superior-parietal  and  postcentral  parcellations  was  also  observed  in  the  right
hemisphere, whereas the corresponding activation cluster in the left hemisphere was a bit
more posterior covering mostly the superior-parietal parcellation and extending to dorsal
parts  of  the  superamarginal  and inferior-parietal  parcellations.  Moreover,  there  was  an
activation  cluster  covering  region  between  precentral  and  caudal-middle-frontal
parcellations in both hemispheres which matches with the premotor cortex. Additionally,
there  was  more  ventral  activation  cluster  in  rostral-middle-frontal  parcellation  that
extended to parsopercularis and parstriangularis parcellations in the right hemisphere. In
the  left  hemisphere  there  was  an  activation  cluster  in  the  parsopercularis  parcellation.
These clusters of activation matched generally the area of IFG. Overall,  the activations
were  highly  similar  to  the  condition  contrast  of  object-grasping-videos  versus
grasping-control-pictures. See Figures 6, 6l,6m for the group-level results of this condition
contrast.
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Figure 5: FMRI group-level results, part 1
First  part  of  group-average  brain  activations  for  first  part  of  the  condition  contrasts.  The
group-average brain  is  inflated.  Results  from the  left  hemisphere,  in  three  different  views,  are
shown on the left column.  Correspondingly, results from the right hemisphere, in three different
views, are shown on the right column. The colourmap shows the t-values of the contrast in question.
Warm colours (red and yellow) are positive t-values and thus suggest activation of the brain in
experimental condition in relation to control condition. In contrast, cold colours (blue) represent
negative t-values  and thus represent  deactivation of  the brain in the experimental  condition in
relation to the control condition. 
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Figure 6: FMRI group-level results, part 2
Second  part  of  group-average brain  activations  for  first  part  of  the  condition  contrasts.   The
group-average brain  is  inflated.  Results  from the  left  hemisphere,  in  three  different  views,  are
shown on the left column.  Correspondingly, results from the right hemisphere, in three different
views,  are  shown on the  right  column.  See  description  in  Figure  5  for  an  explanation  of  the
colourmap.  
4.2.2 FMRI individual-level results
The  individual-level  results  gave  somewhat  similar  results  to  our  group-level  results.
However,  as  expected,  there  were  large  activation  regions  in  some  subjects  and  the
between-subject  variation  of  activation  areas  was  relatively  high.  This  made  it  very
difficult  to  localize  ROIs  in  individuals  with  any  certainty  that  the  regions  of  two
individuals were functionally same.  Therefore, we decided to combine majority of the
condition contrasts to combinations contrasts of two condition contrasts per combination.
However,  two of  the  condition  contrasts  were  not  combined  with  any other  condition
contrast. 
One of these left-out condition contrasts was the “changing face videos” versus
“changing scene videos” condition contrast. We expected this contrast to yield activations
in the OFA, FFA and the face-processing parts of the pSTS. These expectations were well
met since most of the subjects had activations in the corresponding parcellations. These
parcellations  included  lateral-occipital  fusiform,  inferior-temporal,  bank-sts  and
inferior-parietal parcellations. See Figure 9.
Another condition contrast left out of the combination contrasts was the “reading
mind in eyes” condition contrasted to “reading age and gender in eyes” condition contrast.
We expected this activation to yield activations in the OFC, STS and possibly in the mPFC.
These expectations were not met. In fact, we obtained activations in the pars-opercularis,
pars-triangularis and superior-frontal parcellations. These correspond to the IFG region.
See Figure 11.
4.2.3 FMRI individual-level results of combined contrasts 
The high variation between individuals is partly due to the short time of fMRI recording
per  single  condition.  We  therefore  decided  to  combine  condition  contrasts  that  had  a
common  theme  such  as  social  interaction.  The  stimuli  classes  we  used  to  create  the
combined contrasts were often different at the level of simple stimulus features such as
shapes. This had the additional benefit that it would be more likely that the activations
obtained, would be, in fact, related to the actual social-cognitive processing of the stimuli,
and not to the processing of low-level, stimulus-specific features.
There  were  five  combination  contrasts  in  total.  The  first  one  was  “point-light
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figures in biological movement” and “body part pictures” condition contrasts contrasted to
“spinning point-light shapes” and “object pictures” condition contrasts. We expected this
combination  contrast  to  yield  activations  in  the  EBA,  FBA,  pSTS and possibly  some
weaker activation in the PMC. In fact all the subjects had activation clusters somewhere
between  lateral-occipital,  inferior-parietal,  inferior-temporal  and  medial-temporal
parcellations. Most typical case was that there were two activation clusters. For most of the
subjects the activation clusters were quite clear and strong. These corresponded well with
the EBA activation. Only a few subjects yielded activation in the pSTS region. See Figure
7.
The second combination contrast was about social interaction. This combination
contrast  included  “two  point-light  figures  in  social  interaction”  condition  and
“Heider-Simmel  animation”  condition  that  were  contrasted  to  “two  point-light  figures
side-by-side”  condition  and  “mechanical  triangle  animation”  condition.  In  addition  to
having more data, another benefit of this combination contrast was that the logic of the
contrasts between the experimental and control conditions were slightly different in the
Heider-Simmel  and  point-light  contrasts.  When   “two  point-light  figures  in  social
interaction” condition was contrasted to “two point-light figures side-by-side” condition,
the contrast was about diffrence in activation between two figures in social interaction and
two figures without any interaction. On the other hand, when “Heider-Simmel animation”
condition  was  contrasted  to  “mechanical  triangle  animation”  condition,  this  condition
contrast  was  about  difference  in  activations  between social  interaction  and mechanical
interaction.  Thus,  the only  obvious  common denominator  or  theme between these two
different  condition  contrasts  is  social  interaction.  We  expected  this  social  interaction
condition contrast to yield activations in the aSTS, pSTS, TPJ, the premotor cortex and
possibly sligthly smaller  activations in the IFG. There were activations  in the anterior,
middle  and  posterior  parts  of  the  superior-temporal  parcellations  and  also  in  the
lateral-occipital,  bank-sts,  supramarginal  and  also  in  the  inferior-parietal  parcellations.
These activations corresponded to aSTS, TPJ and pSTS activations. There was another set
of activations in the precentral, pars-opercularis and pars-triangularis parcellations. These
activations  correspond  to  the  PMC and  IFG regions.  All  in  all,  the  social  interaction
localizations were relatively stable across individuals and mathced the research literature
rather well. See Figure 8.
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The third combination contrast was named “changing gaze direction” combination
contrast  and  consisted  of  “gaze  direction  change  video”  and  “joint  attention  video”
conditions that were both contrasted to the “joint attention control video” condition. We
expected  this  combination  contrast  to  activate  the  aSTS.  The  actual  activations  were
variable parts of the ventral and dorsal visual stream. This would make it difficult to point
out specific ROIs for this condition combination. See Figure 10.
The fourth combination contrast was named “mentral trait judgement” condition
contrast and consisted of “judging self-related mental attributes” and “judging other-related
mental attributes” conditions that were both contrasted to “judging object-related physical
attributes” condition.  We expected this  combination contrast  to  yield activations in  the
mPFC,  precuneus  and  possibly  a  weaker  activation  in  the  PCC.  The  individual-level
activations  were,  indeed,  in  superior-frontal,  medial-orbito-frontal,
rostral-anterior-cingulate  and caudal-anterior-cingulate  parcellations  which corresponded
well  to the mPFC prediction.  Another cluster of activations were in the precuneus and
isthmus-cingulate parcellations corresponding well with the precuneus and PCC cingulate.
However, these activations were seen only in some of the subjects. See Figure 12.
The fifth and final combination contrast was named “grasping video” combination
contrast and consisted of “grasping objects videos” and “grasping air videos” conditions
that were both contrasted to “grasping air pictures”. We expected this combination contrast
to elicit  activation at  least in the PMC and possibly in the parietal  areas related to the
mirroring system such as the IPS. However, there was no common pattern of activation
between the individuals. See Figure 13.
See table 3 for summary of individual-level the brain activations.
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Figure 7: Body (Pointlight biological movement and body part pictures) combination contrast
The individual-level results from the stimulus conditions related to body perception were combined.
The results from the combined contrast are shown here separately for all 16 subjects.  There are six
images per one subject. A subject is contained in a box. As with group-level results, left hemisphere
is shown from three different views in the left side of the box and right hemisphere is shown in the
right side of the box.
There  is  an  activation  of  the  EBA region  for  most  of  the  subjects.  This  effect  is  quite
constant. There are also activations in regions close to pSTS and fusiform regions, although these
activations are less constant. 
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Figure 8: Social interaction (Point-light figures and Heider-Simmel shapes) combination 
contrast
The  individual-level  results  from  the  stimulus  conditions  related  to  social  interaction  were
combined. The results from the combined contrast are shown here separately for all 16 subjects.
There are six images per one subject. A subject is contained in a box. As with group-level results,
left hemisphere is shown from three different views in the left side of the box and right hemisphere is
shown in the right side of the box. As with the group-level results, the colourmap shows t-values.
Warm colours (red and yellow) represent positive t-values. In contrast cold colours (blue) represent
negative t-values. Positive t-values represent activation of the brain in the experimental condition
in relation to the control condition. 
For majority of the subjects, there is are activations in the pSTS/TPJ regions. And also a
slight aSTS activation for some subjects. There is also an activation in the PMC and IFG for most
of the subjects.
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Figure 9: Changing face videos > Changing scene videos contrast
The  individual-level  results  from the  conditions-contrast  “changing face  videos”  > “changing
scene videos” . The results from the condition-contrast contrast are shown here separately for all
16  subjects.  There  are  six  images  per  one  subject.  A  subject  is  contained  in  a  box.  As  with
group-level results, left hemisphere is shown from three different views in the left side of the box and
right  hemisphere  is  shown  in  the  right  side  of  the  box.  As  with  the  group-level  results,  the
colourmap shows t-values. Warm colours (red and yellow) represent positive t-values. In contrast
cold colours (blue) represent negative t-values. Positive t-values represent activation of the brain in
the experimental condition in relation to the control condition.  
Activations  can be  seen  in  the  FFA/OFA and fSTS in  most  of  the  subjects.  Also,  some
activations can be seen in the PMC and IFG in some subjects.
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Figure 10: Changing gaze combination contrast (Gaze direction change + Joint attentioin > 
Joint attention control + Joint attention control)
The  individual-level  results  from  the  stimulus  conditions  related  to  faces  with  changing  gaze
direction were combined. The results from the combined contrast are shown here separately for all
16  subjects.   There  are  six  images  per  one  subject.  A subject  is  contained in  a  box.  As  with
group-level results, left hemisphere is shown from three different views in the left side of the box and
right  hemisphere  is  shown  in  the  right  side  of  the  box.  As  with  the  group-level  results,  the
colourmap shows t-values. Warm colours (red and yellow) represent positive t-values. In contrast
cold colours (blue) represent negative t-values. Positive t-values represent activation of the brain in
the experimental condition in relation to the control condition. 
Activations reflect mostly parts of the dorsal and ventral visual streams. Some activations
are also in the pSTS and TPJ regions. But there is no single potential region of interest that can be
clearly defined. 
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Figure 11: Reading Mind in Eyes > Reading Age and Gender
The  individual-level  results  from the  conditions-contrast  “changing face  videos”  > “changing
scene  videos”.  The  results  from  the  condition-contrast  are  shown  here  separately  for  all  16
subjects. There are six images per one subject. A subject is contained in a box. As with group-level
results, left hemisphere is shown from three different views in the left side of the box and right
hemisphere is shown in the right side of the box. As with the group-level results, the colourmap
shows t-values. Warm colours (red and yellow) represent positive t-values. In contrast cold colours
(blue)  represent  negative  t-values.  Positive  t-values  represent  activation  of  the  brain  in  the
experimental condition in relation to the control condition. 
Most common activation seems to be in the pars opercularis and pars triangularis which
are part of the IFG. Some subjects also have activations in the STS (mostly in the posterior but also
in the anterior parts).
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Figure 12: Mentral trait judgement combination contrast (Self and other mental trait judgement 
> object physical trait judgement)
The individual-level results from the stimulus conditions related to mental trait judgement were
combined. The results from the combined contrast are shown here separately for all 16 subjects.
There are six images per one subject. A subject is contained in a box. As with group-level results,
left hemisphere is shown from three different views in the left side of the box and right hemisphere is
shown in the right side of the box. As with the group-level results, the colourmap shows t-values.
Warm colours (red and yellow) represent positive t-values. In contrast cold colours (blue) represent
negative t-values. Positive t-values represent activation of the brain in the experimental condition
in relation to the control condition. 
Common activations can be seen in the mPFC, precuneus and PCC in some subjects. 
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Figure 13: Grasping combination contrast (grasping object videos + grasping air videos > 
grasping air pictures)
The individual-level results from the stimulus conditions related to action observation of grasping
(both object and 'air' grasping) were combined. The results from the combined contrast are shown
here separately for all 16 subjects. A subject is contained in a box. As with group-level results, left
hemisphere is shown from three different views in the left side of the box and right hemisphere is
shown in the right side of the box. As with the group-level results, the colourmap shows t-values.
Warm colours (red and yellow) represent positive t-values. In contrast cold colours (blue) represent
negative t-values. Positive t-values represent activation of the brain in the experimental condition
in relation to the control condition. 
Activations are quite variable between individuals. No common set of activations can be
seen between individuals.  
Table 3: Different regions localized by the Social Localizer based on the individual-level 
results 
Here are the different regions the different condition contrasts and combination contrasts 
can localize in individual subjects. Left column shows the condition contrast or 
combination contrast and the right column shows the regions that were successfully 
localized in at least some of the subjects.
Condition contrast/combination Brain regions localized on individual level
changing  face  videos  >
changing scene videos
OFA, FFA, fSTS
reading mind in eyes > reading
age and gender in eyes
Pars opercularis, Pars triangularis, superior-frontal medial region 
Body combination contrast EBA
Social  interaction  combination
contrast
aSTS, pSTS, TPJ, PMC, IFG 
Changing  gaze  combination
contrast
Parts of the ventral and dorsal visual stream, possibly TPJ
Mentral  trait  judgement
combination contrast 
Precuneus, PCC, mPFC
Grasping condition contrast Unsuccesful: Varying results between individuals 
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5 Discussion
In this  section I  will  first  evaluate  the results  obtained from our  experiment  using the
Social Localizer. First, I will discuss the group-level results from an empirical viewpoint. I
will evaluate how well the group-level results are in line with the research literature and
speculate  the  possible  significance  of  the  group-level  results  both  alone  and  when
compared to other condition contrasts. Next, I will discuss the domain of applications that
the localizer could be used. After this, I will discuss the problems the Social Localizer has,
the future improvements that might solve these problems or generally improve the Social
Localizer and tips for using the localizer. Lastly, I will briefly conclude this thesis. 
5.1 Group-level  fMRI  results  raise  interesting  questions  that
should be studied further in the future
Overall, the group-level results seemed to be in line with the research literature quite well.
The  large   number  of  stimulus  classes  gave  an  opportunity  to  compare  the  different
activation  patterns  the  different  stimuli  elicited  and speculate  the  significance  of  these
differences. 
The “point-light figures in biological movement” > “spinning point-light shapes”
condition contrast was expected to elicit activations in the EBA, middle temporal gyrus,
pSTS and possibly  TPJ  and  PMC regions  (e.g.  Beauchamp et  al.,  2004).  In  the  right
hemisphere the condition contrast elicited one large activation cluster that covered EBA,
pSTS and TPJ. There was no activation in the PMC. The left hemisphere had a similar
activation pattern one activation cluster in the EBA which extended close to pSTS and
another in the TPJ. Thus, except for the PMC activation prediction the “point-light figures
in biological movement > spinning point-light shapes” group-level activation pattern was
in-line with the research literature. However, there was an activation cluster in the fusiform
regions.  
The  “two  point-light  figures  in  social  interaction  >  two  point-light  figures
side-by-side” condition contrast was, according to the research literature, expected to yield
activations in the pSTS, TPJ, PMC and possibly in the aSTS and IFG regions (Centelles et
al. 2011). This was indeed the case. The group-level activations in the right hemisphere
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covered a large activation cluster that covered pSTS, EBA, small portions of the TPJ and
inferior-parietal regions. Small number of activation clusters covered the PMC and IFG. As
with  the  “point-light  figures  in  biological  movement  >  spinning  point-light  shapes”
condition contrast there was an activation cluster in the fusiform areas.  
When  comparing  the  “point-light  figures  in  biological  movement  >  spinning
point-light  shapes” to  “two point-light  figures  in  social  interaction”  > “two point-light
figures side-by-side” condition contrasts, it seems that there is a large activation cluster of
similar  shape  and size  in  the  posterior  parts  of  inferior,  medial  and superior  temporal
regions in both condition contrasts. These regions correspond at leat to pSTS, EBA and
TPJ. Since the control condition for “two point-light figures in social interaction” contains
two point-light figures side by side doing actions such as walking, it seems that social
interaction might demand more processing of the regions such as EBA, pSTS and TPJ. It
might be that the processing of non-verbal social interaction is more complex than when
two figures are doing repetitive actions such as walking or waving separately. However,
this  difference  does  not  tell  us  whether  the  non-verbal  social  interaction  elicits  more
activation  simply  because  the  “two  point-light  figures  side-by-side”  condition  has
biological movement which just repeats in a loop whereas the “two point-light figures in
social interaction” features movement which dynamically changes through time. Of course,
a  more  interesting  reason  for  the  stronger  activation  of  these  regions  in  the  social
interaction  of  the figures  would  be that  processing of  non-verbal  cues  from the  social
interaction  requires  more  processing  from these  regions  than  when  there  is  no  social
interaction. This issue could be resolved in future studies by having the movement of the
side-by-side figures in the non-social condition to change their movement patterns as time
progresses instead of a looping movement. In short, the complexity and unpredictability of
the movement should be matched in the social interaction and non-social conditions in
order to better infer whether social interaction elicits stronger activation in the EBA, pSTS
and TPJ regions.   
However,  if  we assume that  it  is  the  social  interaction  that  elicits  the  stronger
activation in the regions, we can generate several interesting hypothesis. Speculatively, the
EBA might have a role in processing the posture information in conjunction with the pSTS
in  the  social  interaction  of  the  point-light  figures.  This  posture  information  might  be
important  part  of  making  interpretations  about  the  non-verbal  social  interaction.  The
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activation of the pSTS has been implicated in many social cognition stimuli and tasks (e.g.
Centelles et al. 2011;  Paulus, Müller-Pinzler, Jansen, Gazzola, Krach, 2015 ) and also in
biological movement (Beauchamp et al., 2004), it is therefore not surprising that the region
is also activated by the non-verbal social interaction of point-light figures.
The  “Heider-Simmel  animation”  >  “mechanical  triangle  animation”  condition
contrast  was  predicted  to  elicit  very  similar  activation  pattern  to  the  “two  point-light
figures  in  social  interaction  >  two  point-light  figures  side-by-side”  condition  contrast
according to  the  research literature  (e.g  Tavares  P.,  Lawrence  A.  D.  and Barnard  P.  J.
(2008)). Namely, there should activations in the pSTS and TPJ and possibly in the PMC,
IFG  and  aSTS.  The  actual  group-level  results  mostly  confirmed  the  most  central
expectations  as  there  were  activations  in  the  pSTS,  TPJ.  However,  with  the  statistical
thresholds we used, we failed to have activations in the PMC, IFG or aSTS. However, the
results  of  this  condition  contrast  were  mostly  in  line  with the  research  literature.  One
interesting detail in the Heider-Simmel animation condition contrast was that there was yet
again activation in the fusiform gyrus, although only in the left hemisphere. Since we had
activation  in  the  fusiform gyrus  in  the  conditions  displaying biological  movement  and
social  interaction  in  point-light  figures  and  Heider-Simmel  animations  at  least  in  one
hemisphere, it would be interesting to examine whether the perception of (human) agency
and not just faces activates the fusiform gyrus. The activation of these contrast conditions
partially overlaps the activations . However, faces seem to elicit much stronger and larger
activation cluster in the fusiform gyrus. Maybe the perception of (human ) agency prepares
the fusiform gyrus  for the perception of  faces? This  preparation might  be because the
identification of a human actor is often important when seeing someone acting and the
identification of someone is most easily done by looking at their face . These are of course
highly  speculative  interpretations  from a set  of  activations  that  could  be  due  to  many
reasons including chance.     
When comparing the , both the “two point-light figures in social interaction” and
Heider-Simmel  animations  elicited  similar  activation  patterns.  However,  the  “two
point-light figures in social interaction” elicited activation in the PMC and IFG whereas
Heider-Simmel failed to do so unless the rejection threshold was set to very liberal value
(p<0.15). This difference is in line with the interpretation that the PMC and IFG activations
are related to the functioning of the mirroring system since the point-light  figures had
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limbs which moved and were part of the social interaction whereas the Heider-Simmel
triangles did not have limbs and the whole impression of social interaction was based on
the way the triangles moved. However, it is possible that the PMC activation was related to
pressing the response keypad. Even though the control condition “two point-light figures
side-by-side”  had  the  same  experimental  one-back-task,  the  control  condition
one-back-task was much more difficult on average. It could be possible that the subjects
refrained from answering and this in turn led to lower activation levels in the PMC. Since
the keypad was used with the right hand, however, the activation of the left hemisphere
PMC should only, or at least, more strongly be related to the pressing movement of the
keypad. However, the left hemisphere activations were more anterior and dorsal and also
less extensive than the right hemisphere activations. All in all, it seems that at least the
right hemisphere PMC activations might be related to the functioning of the mirroring
system in the “two point-light figures in social interaction” condition. 
Assuming  that  the  PMC  activations  were  due  to  functioning  of  the  mirroring
system, these activations in the “two point-light figures in social interaction” condition
raises  interesting  questions.  Might  the  simulation  of  movement  of  the  bodies  be  a
requirement for the understanding of non-verbal social interaction? And if so, how does
this functioning of the PMC relate to the functioning of the other brain regions such as the
TPJ or pSTS when one sees social interaction?    
The  face-related  stimuli  were  also  of  importance  for  the  Social  Localizer.
Reviewing the research literature, we predicted the “changing face videos” > “changing
scene videos” condition contrast to yield activations in the OFA, FFA, fSTS and possibly
in the PMC (Ishai,  Schmidt & Boesiger,  2005; Kanwisher,  McDermott & Chun, 1997;
Rossion,  Caldara,  Seghier,  Schuller,  Lazeyras  &  Mayer,  2003;  Winston,  Henson,
Fine-Goulden & Dolan, 2004). This was, in fact, the case in the group-level results. We had
activations in the OFA, FFA, pSTS, inferior-parietal, PMC and IFG regions. The OFA,FFA
and  fSTS are  the  central  regions  of  the  so  called  face-processing  network.  The  PMC
activation might be due to the fact that the models in the “changing face videos” condition
smiled which in itself might lead to the activation of the mirroring system and, as one
subject mentioned, even to desire to smile back.   
Another face-related stimulus was the “gaze direction change video” > “changing
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face videos” condition contrast. We predicted this condition contrast to elicit activation at
least in the aSTS region (e.g. Carlin, Calder, Kriegeskorte, Nili & Rowe, 2011). However,
this  condition  contrast  elicited  activity  cluster  in  the  superior-parietal  regions  and this
cluster also extended to the dorsal parts of the TPJ. Additionally, there was one activation
cluster in the dorsal PMC and another in the ventral PMC. The TPJ activation is interesting
since  this  area  has  been  implicated  widely  in  social  cognition  and  attention-related
processes  (see  Krall  et  al.,  2015). Unfortunately,  since  TPJ  is  implicated  in
attention-related processes and the one-back-task is much harder in the “gaze direction
change video” condition than in the “changing face videos”, the activation of the TPJ could
be only due to task-difficulty-related attentional processes.
The “Reading Mind in the Eyes” > “Reading Age and Gender” condition contrast
was predicted to elicit activations in the theory-of-mind network which is compromised of
TPJ, STS, precuneus and mPFC (Saxe & Kanwishera, 2003; Mahya, Mosesa & Pfeifera,
2014). The condition  contrast  elicited  activation  in  the  group-level  in  the  anterior  and
posterior STS, in the IFG, and in the medial parts of the superior-frontal regions. These
activations are at least partly in line with the predictions but not entirely.
The other theory-of-mind related condition contrasts, the trait judgement contrasts
included   “judging  self-related  mental  attributes”  >  “judging  other-related  mental
attributes”,  “judging  self-related  mental  attributes”  >  “judging  object-related-physical
attributes” and “judging other-related mental attributes” > “judging object-related physical
attributes”.  All  of  these  condtion  contrasts  were  expected  to  activate  parts  of  the
theory-of-mind network, which they did. All of these contrasts activated mPFC, precuneus
or both. Also, the posterior cingulate had some activations. All of these areas are part of the
theory-of-mind network. It is interesting that all of these regions are also part of the default
mode network. Perhaps the common denominator in the 'idling' task activating DMN and
the theory-of-mind tasks is that they both focus on internal, mentalistic mind states and not
to external sensory input (see Buckner et al., 2008).
The “body part pictures” > “object pictures” condition contrast was predicted to
yield  activation in  the EBA (Downing et  al.,  2001),  which  was the  actual  case  in  the
group-level results. It is interesting to note that this condition contrast elicited activation
cluster in the lateral-occipital and inferior-parietal regions that was partially overlapping
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with the “point-light figures in biological movement > spinning point-light shapes” and
“two  point-light  figures  in  social  interaction”  >  “two  point-light  figures  side-by-side”
condition contrasts.
The grasping videos condition contrasts, “grasping object videos” > “grasping air
videos” and elicted activations in the OFC, mPFC, precuneus/PCC and fusiform regions.
The “grasping object videos” > “grasping air pictures” elicited activations in additionally
in  the  premotor  cortex,  superior  parietal  and  inferior-parietal  and  posterior  temporal
regions. All of these regions are suggested to be part of the human mirroring system which
was supposed to activated by the grasping videos. Thus, the “grasping object videos” >
“grasping  air  pictures”   condition  contrast  seemed  to  possibly  elicit  activation  in  the
mirroring system.  
 Many of the stimuli had an activation cluster that was located in posterior temporal
and inferior-parietal regions. This activation cluster extended to TPJ with some stimuli.
This is in line with the research literature as these regions are often activated by stimuli of
social relevance. Also, the premotor cortex and IFG regions were activated by all the face
stimuli  condition-contrasts  and  the  point-light  figures  that  were  in  social  interaction.
Perhaps the premotor cortex and IFG regions are important for understanding non-verbal
social cues?
All in all, the empirical results were mostly in line with research literature. The
empirical results and the speculation about the meaning of those results also show that
there are lots of interesting research question to be answered in the field of social cognitive
neuroscience. These topics should definitely be studied further. However, more central to
the functioning of the Social Localizer are the individual-level results. 
5.2 Evaluation of the individual-level results obtained using the
Social Localizer
Generally, for many conditions, a single condition contrast pair of experimental and control
conditions  contained  too  little  data  to  obtain  stable  ROIs  on  an  individual-level.  We
therefore  combined  the  condition  contrasts  in  pairs  so  that  they  formed  so  called
combination contrasts. This was done to every condition contrast except for “changing face
videos” versus “changing scene videos” and “reading mind in eyes” condition contrasts
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which were left as single condition contrast each. 
With  the  combined  contrasts  the  individual-level  activations  were  more  stable
across  individuals  and  the  count  and  shape  of  the  activation  clusters  were  more
homogenous across individuals. Thus, we obtained usable ROIs for at least some of the
subjects. For others, the ROIs were really small or did not appear at all with the statistical
threshold.  
Body, social interaction and mental trait judgement combination contrasts seemed
to be eliciting similar activation patterns between individuals that were in line with the
research  literature.  Additionally,  the  “changing  face  videos”  versus  “changing  scene
videos”  condition  contrast  seemed  to  be  eliciting  highly  reliable  activation  across
individuals that was in line with the research literature. 
As  such  the  Social  Localizer  could  localize  EBA,  pSTS,  TPJ,  aSTS,  PMC,
OFA/FFA, face-processing STS (fSTS), precuneus and mPFC relatively reliably for many
or  most  subjects.  The  regions  that  were  localized  successfully  are  central  to  body
perception  (EBA),  perception  of  social  interaction  (pSTS,  PMC),  face  processing
(OFA,FFA and fSTS) and theory of mind tasks (precuneus and mPFC). Even though some
of the  contrasts  didn't  work even as  combination  contrasts,  it  seems that  many of  the
central  brain regions to social  cognition were localized relatively successfully with the
Social Localizer.   
5.3 Uses and applications for the Social Localizer
Since the Social Localizer is designed to be a pre-experiment tool used to define the ROIs
used in the actual experiment, it is important to address the possible domains of application
for  this  tool.  Obviously,  this  tool  is  most  often  used  in  the  field  of  social  cognitive
neuroscience. 
One of the most obvious domains of application for the Social  Localizer is the
traditional region of interest analysis. Since social cognition is still far from completely
understood,  it  is  important  to  'probe'  the  possible  brain  regions  or  ROIs  with  widely
different stimuli in order to infer their role in social cognition and cognition in general. In
the case of social cognition functional localization might often be the preferable method
for defining ROIs since we often do not have any clear anatomical landmarks to define the
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borders of a ROI in social cognition.
Perhaps a less obvious domain of application for the Social Localizer is to specify
ROIs  for  two-person  neuroscience  (hyperscanning)  experiment.  In  two-person
neuroscience experiment the basic idea of analysis is to somehow relate each subject pair's
brain activity to each other in different regions of the brain between the subjects in pair
(e.g. Montague et al., 2002; Hari et al., 2015). One way of doing this is using some kind of
derivative of a correlation measure of the time series between the brain areas of different
subjects. Another is to build a probable model of inter-subject connections between the
brain areas of different subjects. If we use two-person approach in fMRI we have a large
amount of voxels that could correlate just because of the people having the same kind of
sensory input not related to social interaction per se. Furthermore,  the potentially huge
number correlations measures might form a confusing picture to make interpretations from.
The  Social  Localizer  might  be  used  to  confine  the  analysis  of  correlations  or
model-building components to just a few ROIs that seem to be central to social cognition.
The few ROIs could then be treated as single modules whose activation could be a single
value that is average or weighted average of the activation values of the voxels inside the
ROI.  This  could  help  the  researchers  to  focus  more  on  the  temporal  dynamics  of  the
two-person approach as they could analyse only a few time series. Of course, the ROIs
should be carefully selected to properly reflect a single functional area. 
Since  some  of  the  contrasts  did  not  localize  any  ROIs  reliably  enough  on
individual-level,  one  approach  would  be  to  use  the  group-level  results  to  produce  a
probability atlas of the ROIs. The probabilistic atlas could tell the percentage of subjects
that had a significant activation in the voxel. This group-level probability atlas could then
be  mapped  onto  individual  subjects'  brains  and  obtain  likely  ROIs  without  an  actual
localization procedure. There would be several benefits. Firstly, no localizer scan would be
required which would save time and money. Secondly, since the localization of the ROIs
can be uncertain with the Social Localizer it might be beneficial to at least have the atlas as
a  back-up if  the  localization  procedure  fails  with  some of  the  ROIs  and subjects.  An
obvious drawback is that the atlas-approach would define the ROIs based on group-level
data. Thus, individual-level differences in the places of the ROIs would not be taken into
account in each individual subject.
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One final application of the Social Localizer might be to not use it as a localizer but
in empirical research. This might require to use fewer stimulus classes and mode blocks
per stimulus class in order to obtain more data and better signal-to-noise-ratio. Since the
localizer contains so many stimuli classes that are central to social cognition, it might be
used  to  study  social  cognition.  In  addition  to  studying  the  activations  themselves  in
isolation,  the Social  Localizer might  be used to  examine the relationships between the
patterns and strengths of activation different stimulus classes elicit. For instance, we could
study the difference in activation patterns of pSTS and TPJ when social interaction or face
stimuli are shown. In fact, this kind of study was conducted where the activation patterns
of the STS were observed with fMRI in relation to different kinds of stimuli related to
social cognition (Deen etal., 2015).
In conclusion,  the Social  Localizer  has  many applications  in  the field of  social
cognitive neuroscience. The large variety stimuli and the possibility to extend the localizer
with new stimulus categories enables the Social Localizer to be used in wide variety of
studies in social cognitive neuroscience.          
5.4 Future improvements for the Social Localizer
Overall, the Social Localizer performed satisfactorily for its task to localize brain regions
related  to  social  cognition.  However,  there  were  some  challenges  and  room  for
improvement for the tool.
One central problem seemed to be that there was too little data per condition to
obtain  stable  individual-level  ROIs.  One  improvement  for  the  Social  Localizer  would
therefore be to simply increase the number of blocks shown per condition. Since the time a
subject can be in an fMRI scanner is limited, the increased number of blocks would in turn
decrease the number of conditions one could show to subjects especially when the actual
experiment would take the majority of the scanner time. 
One flaw in the Social Localizer seemed to be that the grasping videos whether
used in condition or combination contrast didn't seem to produce reliable results. They
would need to be modified in order to achieve activation in the mirroring system. One such
modification  would  possibly  be  to  vary  the  grasping  types  with  same  objects.  When
subjects were performing the one-back-task on the “grasping objects videos” stimuli, they
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might have just looked at the object in order to make a distinction between repeating and
non-repeating  stimuli.  This  is  actually  somewhat  in-line  with  the  eye-tracking  average
heatmaps as  the  heatmap is  slightly  more  concentrated  on  the  object  in  the  “grasping
objects videos”, whereas in the “grasping air videos” the heatmap pattern is slightly less
concentrated and is concentrated on the hand. However, this difference is small and it is
not certain this is the case.
 Yet another improvement for the localizer would be to have better control stimuli
for some of the stimuli classes. For instance, the control of “reading mind in eyes”, the
“reading age and gender in eyes” has always the same kind of combination alternatives of
age and gender whereas the mental state adjectives vary between the stimuli. Therefore, the
subject has to always read and internalize the mental state description adjectives whereas
the subject is very quickly familiar with the age and gender combinations. There was a
strong tendency in this condition contrast to have strong activation in the left IFG region of
the subjects. There was also so. Since the left IFG might correspond to Broca's area, it is
conceivable that this activation is, in fact, caused by the difference in the alternation of
adjectives  in  the  experimental  and  control  conditions  of  the  contrast.  Thus  the  IFG
activation might be caused by the subject reading the new mental state adjectives. The
preferable solution for this possible confound would be to develop a control condition that
has as many adjectives as the experimental condition.  Another,  less preferable solution
would be to always have the same mental adjectives to choose from. 
 Furthermore,  the  Social  Localizer  had  the  problem  with  the  conditions  “joint
attention  video “  and  “gaze  direction  change  video”  which  failed  to  elicit  meaningful
activation  patterns  either  in  separate  condition  contrasts  or  in  combined  contrast.  The
combined contrast  elicited activation pattern that reflected activation in the ventral  and
dorsal visual streams.   
The Social Localizer is made to be modified and possibly extended by additional
stimulus classes. Further development of the Social Localizer might give us a tool that
would  be  even  more  applicable  to  wide  variety  of  experiments  in  social  cognitive
neuroscience.
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5.5 Conclusion
All in all, the Social Localizer seems to be a useful addition to the tools of social cognitive
neuroscience.  The specificity of certain brain regions to social  cognition remains to be
controversial topic at least for some brain areas such as the TPJ. The ROI approach might
help us to learn more about the specificity of brain regions to social cognition, which in
turn,  might help us to understand the neural basis and organization of social  cognition
better. It might help us to simplify the processing of data with the two-person neuroscience
approach.  Also,  the  fMRI data  obtained from this  study could  be  used  to  construct  a
probabilistic atlas for the ROIs related to social cognition. Furthermore, from an empirical
point of view, observing the data we obtained using the Social Localizer might reveal us
potential new research questions to be studied. For these reasons we believe the Social
Localizer is a welcome addition to the tools of social cognitive neuroscience.   
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